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ABSTRACT
Near-infrared polarimetry observation is a powerful tool to study the central sources at
the center of the Milky Way. My aim of this thesis is to analyze the polarized emission
present in the central few light years of the Galactic Center region, in particular the non-
thermal polarized emission of Sagittarius A* (Sgr A*), the electromagnetic manifestation
of the super-massive black hole, and the polarized emission of an infrared-excess source
in the literature referred to as DSO/G2. This source is in orbit about Sgr A*.
In this thesis I focus onto the Galactic Center observations at λ= 2.2 µm (Ks-band) in
polarimetry mode during several epochs from 2004 to 2012. The near-infrared polarized
observations have been carried out using the adaptive optics instrument NAOS/CONICA
and Wollaston prism at the Very Large Telescope of ESO (European Southern Observa-
tory). Linear polarization at 2.2 µm, its flux statistics and time variation, can be used to
constrain the physical conditions of the accretion process onto the central super-massive
black hole. I present a statistical analysis of polarized Ks-band emission from Sgr A* and
investigate the most comprehensive sample of near-infrared polarimetric light curves of
this source up to now. I find several polarized flux excursions during the years and obtain
an exponent of about 4 for the power-law fitted to polarized flux density distribution of flu-
xes above 5 mJy. Therefore, this distribution is closely linked to the single state power-law
distribution of the total Ks-band flux densities reported earlier by us.
I find polarization degrees of the order of 20%±10% and a preferred polarization an-
gle of 13o ±15o . Based on simulations of polarimetric measurements given the observed
flux density and its uncertainty in orthogonal polarimetry channels, I find that the un-
certainties of polarization parameters under a total flux density of ∼ 2mJy are probably
dominated by observational uncertainties. At higher flux densities there are intrinsic va-
riations of polarization degree and angle within rather well constrained ranges. Since the
emission is most likely due to optically thin synchrotron radiation, the obtained preferred
polarization angle is very likely reflecting the intrinsic orientation of the Sgr A* system i.e.
an accretion disk or jet/wind scenario coupled to the super-massive black hole. Our pola-
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rization statistics show that Sgr A* must be a stable system, both in terms of geometry, and
the accretion process.
I also investigate an infrared-excess source called G2 or Dusty S-cluster Object (DSO)
moving on a highly eccentric orbit around the Galaxy’s central black hole, Sgr A*. I use
for the first time the near-infrared polarimetric imaging data to determine the nature and
the properties of DSO and obtain an improved Ks-band identification of this source in
median polarimetry images of different observing years. The source starts to deviate from
the stellar confusion in 2008 data and it does not show a flux density variability based on
our data set. Furthermore, I measure the polarization degree and angle of this source and
conclude based on the simulations on polarization parameters that it is an intrinsically
polarized source with a varying polarization angle as it approaches Sgr A* position. I use
the interpretation of the DSO polarimetry measurements to assess its possible properties.
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Polarimetriemessungen im nahen Infrarotwellenlängenbereich stellen eine sehr effekti-
ve Methode dar, die Strahlungsquellen im Zentrum der Milchstrasse zu untersuchen. Zeil
meiner Dissertation ist es diese polarisierte Strahlung im zentralen Lichtjahr zu analysie-
ren. Dies betrifft insbesondere die nicht-thermische, polarisierte Strahlung von Sagittari-
us A* (Sgr A*). Hierbei handelt es sich um eine Quelle, die mit dem supermassiven Schwar-
zen Loch im Zentrum der Milchstrasse assoziiert wird, sowie die polarisierte Emission der
Infrarotexzessquelle, die als DSO/G2 bezeichnet wird. Diese Quelle befindet sich in einer
Umlaufbahn um Sgr A*.
In dieser Arbeit konzentriere ich mich auf die Beobachtungen des galaktischen Zen-
trums bei einer Wellenlänge von λ = 2.2 µm (Ks-Band), die im Polarimetriemodus über
verschiedene Epochen in den Jahren 2004 bis 2012 durchgeführt wurden. Diese Pola-
rimetriebeobachtungen wurden mit Hilfe des adaptiven Optik Systems NAOS/CONICA
und einem Wollaston-Prisma am VLT (Very Large Telescope) der ESO (Europäische Süd-
sternwarte) durchgeführt. Die lineare Polarisation be 2.2 µm, ihre Flussdichtestatistik und
zeitliche Variabilität können benutzt werden, um den Akkretionsprozess auf das zentrale
super-massive Schwarze Loch zu charakterisieren. Ich präsentiere eine statistische Ana-
lyse der Polarisationsmessungen von Sgr A* und untersuche dabei die bisher vollstän-
digste Stichprobe von Lichtkurven der polarisierten Strahlung. Ich kann mehrere pola-
risierte Flußdichteausbrüche nachweisen und finde für Flußdichten oberhalb von 5mJy
in der logarithmischen Darstellung des Häufigkeitsdiagramms der Flußdichtevariationen
ein Potenzgesetz mit einer Steigung von 4 Diese Verteilung hängt daher eng mit dem
Einzelzustands-Potenzgesetz der Ks-Band Flußdichteverteilung zusammen, welches be-
reits vorher von uns gefunden wurde.
Ich finde einen Polarizationsgrad von 20%±10% und einen bevorzugten Polarisations-
winkel von 13o ± 15o . Basierend auf Simulationen dieser Messungen, den beobachteten
Flußdichten und ihren Meßfehlern in orthogolalen Meßkanälen, find ich, daß die Unsi-
cherheiten in der Bestimmung der Polarisationsparameter unterhalbe einer Flußdichte
von ∼ 2mJy durch Beobachtungsunsicherheiten dominiert wird. Für höhere Flußdichten
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bewegen sich die intrinsischen Variationen von Polarisationsgrad und -winkel in wohl-
definierten Grenzen. Da die Emission mit großer Wahrscheinlichkeit von optisch dün-
ner Synchrotronstrahlung stammt, ist es auch sehr wahrscheinlich, dass der beobachtete
bevorzugte Polarisationswinkel die intrinsische Orientierung des Sgr A*-Systems wider-
spiegelt: also eine Akkretionsscheibe oder ein Jet/Wind-Szenario welches mit dem super-
massiven Schwarzen Loch gekoppelt ist. Unsere Polarisationsstatistik zeigt, dass Sgr A*
sowohl in Bezug auf seine Geometrie als auch in Bezug auf den Akkretionsprozess ein sta-
biles System darstellen muß.
Ich untersuche ebenfalls die Infrarotexzess-Quelle genannt G2 oder DSO (Dusty S-
cluster Object - staubiges Objekt im S-Sternhaufen), welches sich auf einer hochexzen-
trischen Umlaufbahn um das zentrale Schwarze Loch Sgr A* befindet. Zum ersten Mal
benutze ich hier die infraroten Polarimetriedaten, um die Natur des DSO zu bestimmen.
In Medianen von abbildenden Polarisationsmessungen der vergangenen Jahre konnte ich
eine verbesserte Identifikation des DSO erzielen. Die Quelle löste sich im Jahre 2008 klar
aus dem stellaren Konfusionshintergrund und zeigt unseren Daten nach keine signifikan-
te Flußdichtevariabilität. Weiterhin kann ich auf Grund von Simulationsrechnungen zei-
gen, dass die gemessenen Polarisationsgrade und -winkel quellintrinsisch sind. Während
der Annäherung des DSO an Sgr A* zeigt die Quelle eine variabele Polarisation. Ich nutze
die Interpretation der Polarimetriemessungen des DSO zur Besimmung seiner möglichen
Eigenschaften.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Galactic Center
It is generally believed that super-massive black holes (SMBHs) exist at the center of most
galaxies and the closest example is located at the center of our own galaxy, the Milky Way.
The Galactic Center (GC) is a unique laboratory to study different astrophysical processes
such as star formation, stellar dynamics, physics of the interstellar medium and emissions
associated with the accretion into the closest SMBH, Sgr A*. The existence of a SMBH at
GC, located at ∼8 kpc or ∼ 28000 light years away from us (Reid, 1993; Eisenhauer et al.,
2005; Ghez et al., 2008), plays an important role in understanding of the physical processes
and the interaction between black holes and their host galaxies. In this dissertation, I focus
on Sgr A* and a dusty source in the near vicinity of the SMBH. However, before discussing
them, I present a short introduction to the GC structures in a larger extent.
The Galactic Center is obscured by dust along the line of sight in the optical regime,
therefore its observations are carried out at shorter or longer wavelengths. Figure 1.1
shows the central region of the Galaxy in different frequencies using different telescopes.
Sagittarius A (Sgr A) complex located at the nucleus of the Milky Way is the most luminous
region in the image. The infrared radiation (red) comes from the stars and their winds that
warm up the regions around them and lead to observing compact sources and filaments
in the field of view (FOV). The star forming regions and many stars can be observed in
the near-infrared (NIR) light (yellow). In the left side of the mosaic image, the Arches and
1
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Figure 1.1: Composite image of the Galactic Center in near-infrared, infrared and X-ray
(top) and the same region in the separate mentioned wavelengths (bottom). The center of
the Galaxy is located within the bright white region to the right of and just below the middle
of the images. The scale of the image is 40 pc ×30 pc. (from: Chandra X-ray observatory
website. Credit for Chandra image: NASA/CXC/UMass/Q. D. Wang et al.; for Hubble im-
age: NASA/ESA/STScI/Q. D. Wang (University of Massachusetts, Amherst); for Spitzer image:
NASA/JPL-Caltech/SSC/S. Stolovy.)
Quintuplet massive stellar clusters heat the gas nearby to glow brightly as arc-like struc-
tures.
The X-ray emission (blue) arises from the very hot gas heated by outflows and winds
of the central black hole and/or stellar explosions. The most luminous region in the X-ray
is Sagittarius A. A zoom-in image of Sgr A complex in the X-ray can be seen in Fig. 1.2.
Chandra observes a bright cloud at the very center where the radio point source, Sgr A*
is located. Sgr A* is not separated from the structures around like Sgr A East due to the
confined resolution of Chandra. Sgr A East has a shell-like structure and is a non-thermal
X-ray/radio source which is thought to be a supernova remnant at the GC (Ekers et al.,
1975, 1983). Sgr A East surrounds Sgr A west, which is a three-armed structure, the so-
called mini-spiral, and a molecular ring called circumnuclear disk (CND). The CND with
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a radius of about 1.5 to 5 pc and a mass of about a few 104M¯ (Genzel et al., 1985; Mezger
et al., 1989; Requena-Torres et al., 2012) contains dense molecular clouds (104−107 cm−3)
(e.g., Guesten et al. (1987); Wright et al. (2001); Herrnstein and Ho (2002); Christopher et al.
(2005) and few 100 K warm dust (Zylka et al., 1995; Lau et al., 2013)). The mini-spiral which
is composed of ionized gas and dust, emits thermal emission (see Fig. 1.3). The projected
motion of the ionized gas rotates around the center with a velocity of ∼ 100 km s−1 at a
distance of about 3 light years (Yusef-Zadeh et al., 1998). If the gas rotation is on a Kep-
lerian orbit around the center, the enclosed mass would be ∼ 3.5× 106M¯ which can be
considered as a manifestation for the existence of a black hole at the GC. Most of the ion-
ized material comes from the inner edge of the CND. There is an accumulation of stars
forming the nuclear stellar cluster (NSC) at the center of the Galaxy. High resolution imag-
ing facilities such as adaptive optics and Speckle imaging made a detailed observation of
this cluster possible. Figure 1.4 shows a three color composite image of the NSC around
Sgr A* taken in the NIR. Most of the stars of the nuclear cluster are old (super-)giants and
asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars. In addition, young stars with the mass of 30−100 M¯
can be found in this region (Krabbe et al., 1995; Genzel et al., 1996; Paumard et al., 2006).
These hot young stars show Helium line emission from their exterior atmosphere and are
called He-stars. They are massive blue super-giants and Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars with ages
Figure 1.2: 1.5-3.0 keV band X-ray image of Sagittarius A complex observed by Chandra
from the inner∼ 20 pc×20 pc of the galaxy. Image credit: NASA Chandra X-Ray Observatory
and Penn State University.
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between 2 to 9 million years, which are dynamically unrelaxed due to their young age. The
presence of young stars very close to the SMBH is not fully understood, since star forma-
tion in the central region should be suppressed due to the strong tidal interactions with the
black hole. However, different scenarios have been suggested to describe the existence of
young stars. One of the scenarios suggested by Jalali et al. (2014) using hydrodynamical
simulations, shows that strong orbital compression of the clumps along their highly ec-
centric orbital motion around Sgr A* provokes the enhancement of the gas densities to the
values higher than the tidal density of the SMBH. As a result, star formation can happen
close to the black hole. One example can be IRS 13N, a compact group of stars located 0.1
pc away from Sgr A*, that is considered to host young stellar objects (YSOs) with ages of
less than a million year (Eckart et al., 2004, 2013; Mužic´ et al., 2008).
A distinct distribution of young stars, called the S-stars, is located in the central arc-
second. The S-stars are blue, massive, and mostly B main sequence stars with very high
Figure 1.3: Multi-wavelength image of the central few parsecs of the Galactic Center. The
observations are in radio (λ = 1.2 cm) by NRAO Very Large Array (green) and BIMA (red),
and in infrared by NASA Spitzer Space Telescope (blue). The three-armed structure in radio
(green) is the warm, ionized gas that is overlapped on the cold molecular HCN emission
(red) coming from the CND. Stars are illustrated in blue. The image scale is 1.8′′ × 1.8′′.
Image credit: NRAO/AUI.
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Figure 1.4: Composite image of H, K, and L′ band (1.3, 2.2, and 4.1 µm) of the Galactic
Center taken by NACO/Very Large Telescope (VLT). Image credit: University of Cologne.
velocities of a few thousand km s−1 (Eckart et al., 1999; Ghez et al., 2003; Eisenhauer et al.,
2005; Genzel et al., 2010). The motion of the S-stars can trace the mass distribution in the
central region. Eckart and Genzel (1996) presented for the first time the proper motions
of these stars. The velocity dispersion of the central stars is dependent on their distance
from Sgr A*, that can be compared to particles motion on Keplerian orbits around a point
mass and in its potential field. Studying the S-stars by fitting Keplerian orbits to their mo-
tion (Schödel et al., 2002, 2003; Ghez et al., 2005a; Eisenhauer et al., 2005), resulted in the
strongest evidence so far for the compactness of the central dark mass.
6 CHAPTER 1. Introduction
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Figure 1.5: Left: orbital fit to astrometric positions of S2 for the observations between 1992
to 2008. Right: Stellar orbits around Sgr A* at the nuclear star cluster. Images courtesy:
Gillessen et al. 2009.
1.2 Sagittarius A*
The massive dark mass at the center of the NSC, which is the best candidate for the clos-
est black hole, is one of the most interesting objects at GC. For the first time Balick and
Brown in 1974 detected this point source using 14-meter radio telescope at Huntresville
and named it Sagittarius A* (Sgr A*). First high angular resolution observations using
NIR adaptive optics (Eckart and Genzel, 1997; Schödel et al., 2002; Ghez et al., 2003) were
mostly concentrated on estimating the central dark mass using the stellar orbits of the S-
cluster. The orbital fits of the thirty S-stars at the center in NIR and the little proper motion
of Sgr A*, measured by Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) observations (Backer and
Sramek, 1999; Reid et al., 1999) provided the most compelling evidence that Sgr A* is asso-
ciated with a super-massive black hole of about four million solar masses (Schödel et al.,
2002; Eckart and Genzel, 1996, 1997; Ghez et al., 2000; Eckart et al., 2002; Eisenhauer et al.,
2003; Ghez et al., 2005b, 2008; Gillessen et al., 2009a). Gillessen et al. (2009b) had an up-
date on this work when the star S2, which orbits Sgr A* with a period of about 15 years,
completed one orbit between 1982−2008 and reported a mass of 4.4×106M¯ (Fig. 1.5).
Being a very bright and always visible radio source using radio interferometry enables us
to do high resolution studies of Sgr A*. VLBI allows us also to investigate the source struc-
ture, though, the source size in the radio regime can be broadened through interstellar
scattering. Sub-mm VLBI observations are very difficult because of deficient telescope
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performance and weakened interferometry coherence. Another difficulty in using inter-
ferometers for GC observations is the fact that most of the radio telescopes are located
in the northern hemisphere, while the GC is at a declination of −29◦. With the available
radio data, the intrinsic size of the source is derived by subtracting the interstellar scatter-
ing. The intrinsic size of Sgr A* at 3.5 mm is derived to be 13 Rs (Bower et al., 2006), where
Rs is the Schwarzschild radius, Rs = 2GM/C 2, and a black hole mass of 4×106M¯ and a
distance of 8 kpc to the GC have been considered. The very small size of Sgr A* provides
further evidence for the black hole nature of this source.
1.3 Radiation mechanisms of Sgr A*
Sgr A* radiates below its Eddington limit with LSgr A∗∼ 10−8.5 LEdd, in nearly all bands
(Genzel et al., 2010). The low luminosity of Sgr A* is due to its low accretion rate, which
is lower than its Eddington accretion rate. Consequently, it is proposed to be inactive or a
Low Luminosity Active Galactic Nucleus (LLAGN) (Contini, 2011; Eckart et al., 2012b).
From the X-ray observations of the gas emission around Sgr A* the accretion rate is
estimated to be 10−5M¯ yr−1 (Baganoff et al., 2003). It is so low that the standard accretion
model (Shakura and Sunyaev, 1973) overestimates the Sgr A* luminosity. The low observed
accretion rate of Sgr A* can be explained with a radiatively inefficient accretion flow (RIAF)
model such as the Advection-Dominated Accretion Flow (ADAF) (Narayan et al., 1995) or
a short jet (Falcke and Markoff, 2000). All these models can fit the spectral energy distri-
bution (SED) of Sgr A* in its steady state (see Fig. 1.6) over all observable frequencies.
In Fig. 1.6, the spectrum of Sgr A* is presented in the radio, NIR, and X-ray except in
the optical and UV since extinction makes it un-detectable at these frequencies. The radio
spectrum is described by synchrotron emission of thermal and non-thermal distributions
of electrons. At the low frequencies (less than 10 GHz) the spectral index (α) of the spec-
trum is 0.1−0.3 (the relation between the luminosity and the spectral index is presented as
Lν∝ να) which increases to 0.5 at higher frequencies (Falcke et al. 1998; Melia and Falcke
2001 and references therein). At lower frequencies, the emission radiates from an outer
region which can be the halo around the black hole. The slope of the spectrum declines
at the sub-mm regime and shows that the accretion region has changed from optically
thick to optically thin (α< 0). Since Sgr A* is highly variable in the NIR and X-ray domain
(see Section 1.4), the spectral index changes with the flux density (Gillessen et al., 2006;
Hornstein et al., 2006) and measuring the steady spectrum becomes impossible.
The X-ray emission is caused by thermal Bremsstrahlung and the second peak at high
frequencies (UV, X-ray) is the result of the inverse Compton, up-scattering of the syn-
chrotron radiation by the relativistic electrons (Genzel et al., 2010). As mentioned before,
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Figure 1.6: Spectral energy distribution of Sgr A* in its steady state. The dashed line at the
radio frequencies represents the synchrotron emission from thermal electrons. It becomes
flat at lower frequencies because of non-thermal electrons addition (dashed-dotted line).
The synchrotron photons become up-scattered by thermal electrons and produce Inverse
Compton radiation (long dashed line). The X-ray emission comes from Bremesstrahlung
originating from the outlying part of the accretion stream (dotted line). Image credit: (Gen-
zel et al., 2010) and references therein.
radiatively inefficient accretion flow model can describe the huge difference between the
observed luminosity of Sgr A* and its Eddington luminosity.
Different RIAF models have been used to fit the observed SED. The ADAF model
(Narayan and McClintock 2008 and references therein) includes a very hot, optically thin,
geometrically thick accretion disk. In ADAF disks most of the energy is advected beyond
the BH event horizon rather than being radiated, therefore they are much less luminous
compared to the geometrically thin disks. Yuan et al. (2003) added non-thermal particles
and an outflow to the initial ADAF. The nature of the outflow is still not clear, although
according to theoretical studies it should exist. A non-thermal outflow which expands can
be a jet. In the case of Sgr A*, a jet has not been detected yet - it may be hidden behind the
scattering shield (Markoff et al., 2007) - or it is a non-collimated outflow. The structure of
the radio source Sgr A* is consistent with a jet or an accretion disk based on the VLBA 7 mm
observations (Bower et al., 2014). Observations in different wavelength regimes have not
been able so far to confirm or reject the presence of a jet or an outflow originating from
the Galaxy’s central black hole. Broderick et al. (2009) showed that the observed SED of
Sgr A* (Fig. 1.6) and the mm-VLBI size constraints indicate that this source has a horizon
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without a solid surface.
1.4 Flaring activity of Sgr A*
Sgr A* is a highly variable source at all wavelengths. The source is always visible in the
radio regime and can be seen continuously (Falcke et al., 1998; Zhao et al., 2001), while it
is only visible in the NIR and X-ray bands, during its high activity states or so called flares
(see Fig. 2.4 for NIR variability). The high confusion from the background in the NIR band
(unresolved stars close to Sgr A*) and X-ray band (the diffuse background emission of the
hot gas around Sgr A*) makes this source detectable only during the flare events (Sabha
et al., 2010). The cause of Sgr A* flares is not fully understood. The stellar wind from the
stars orbiting this source supplies the accreting flow (Melia, 1992; Coker and Melia, 1997;
Rockefeller et al., 2004; Cuadra et al., 2005, 2006, 2008). The sudden outbursts, or flares,
might be the result of hypothetical acceleration or shocks (jets), or magnetic reconnec-
tion very close to the black hole (Markoff et al., 2001; Liu and Melia, 2002; Liu et al., 2004;
Marrone et al., 2008).
The X-ray flare activity occurs with the NIR flares simultaneously (Eckart et al., 2004;
Marrone et al., 2008; Dodds-Eden et al., 2009). Eckart et al. (2012a) reported synchrotron
and synchrotron self-compton (SSC) mechanisms to be responsible for the simultaneous
NIR and X-ray variability. In this model, the NIR radiation is dominated by a synchrotron
spectrum that shows a transition from optically thick emission at a few hundred GHz to
optically thin emission at one THz. The X-ray outbursts are connected to these NIR flares
through the inverse Compton scattering of the synchrotron photons by the same popula-
tion of the relativistic electrons that produce the synchrotron emission. We can presume
that most of the X-ray flares are generated by SSC radiation instead of synchrotron radia-
tion. Therefore, the number of X-ray outbursts is less than the NIR ones which can be seen
in observations.
Furthermore, radio/sub-mm emission is also variable and its variability occurs later
compared to NIR/X-ray variations. To be more precise, the time delay between the
sub-mm and NIR flares is about 2 hours. This delay can be described by a model in which
the emitting region expands and cools down adiabatically and consequently becomes
transparent later at longer wavelengths (Yusef-Zadeh et al., 2006b; Eckart et al., 2008b).
In the NIR, two different scenarios have been proposed to statistically study the flar-
ing activity of Sgr A*. The first one describes the bright flares as obvious flares on top of
a quiescent state emission (Genzel et al., 2003, 2010; Dodds-Eden et al., 2011), while the
other shows that they are the most luminous outbursts from a single state emission that
contains the whole flux density values of Sgr A* (Witzel et al., 2012). In some of the bright
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flares, quasi-periodic substructures with about 20 minutes period have been detected and
can be modelled as orbiting hot spots close to the last stable orbit of the BH (Genzel et al.,
2003; Meyer et al., 2006a; Zamaninasab et al., 2010). With the future NIR interferometer
GRAVITY (Eisenhauer et al., 2008), we will be able to measure the exact position of Sgr A*
and detect the hot spot motion on its orbit (Zamaninasab et al., 2010). In the case of deal-
ing with a large data set, the quasi periodic oscillation (QPO) is not significant in compar-
ison with a red noise model with a slope break around 100 minutes (Do et al., 2009; Meyer
et al., 2009; Witzel et al., 2012). I will discuss more about the NIR flares of Sgr A* in the next
chapter.
In addition to the variable emission of Sgr A*, it is believed that it has been much more
luminous some hundred years ago (Sunyaev et al., 1993; Koyama et al., 1996; Revnivtsev
et al., 2004; Terrier et al., 2010; Capelli et al., 2012). The scattered X-ray emission from the
molecular cloud Sgr B2 is an evidence of Sgr A* past activity.
Recently, between 2013 to 2014, there was an increased flare luminosity of Sgr A* in the
X-ray domain monitored by XMM-Newton and Chandra campaigns (Ponti et al., 2015). In
particular, an X-ray flare emission 100 times more luminous than the quiescent emission
of Sgr A* was detected in April 2013 by Swift at the position of this source (Degenaar et al.,
2013). This high activity was, at the beginning, presumed to be the result of the interaction
of a dusty object close to Sgr A* (DSO/G2) (see next Section) and the SMBH. However, NuS-
TAR showed that there was a magnetar activity very close to the position of Sgr A*, which
produced the immense X-ray emission (Mori et al., 2013; Kennea et al., 2013). The magne-
tar faded away after 1.5 years from its discovery and made it possible for the observers to
detect X-ray flare activities from Sgr A* with X-ray telescopes again (Haggard et al., 2015).
Starting in late summer 2014, there was an increase in the flaring rate of Sgr A*. Since the
event is about six months after the peri-center passage of DSO/G2, it might be an indi-
cation of high accretion activity due to the DSO/G2 passage close to the black hole. On
the other hand, the observed flare variation can be a random event, coming from the non-
uniform time distribution of flares produced by a noise process, and was detected because
of the increased monitoring frequency (Ponti et al., 2015).
1.5 The Dusty S-cluster Object (DSO/G2) at the GC
Recently a fast moving infrared excess source called DSO/G2 was reported to be a gas
cloud by its elongated Brγ line emission along a highly eccentric orbit approaching Sgr A*
(Gillessen et al., 2012). However, based on continuum imaging data from Very Large Tele-
scope (VLT) and Keck telescopes, Eckart et al. (2014) obtained Ks-band identification and
proper motion of the G2 or Dusty S-cluster Object (DSO), proposing that it is a dust-
enshrouded star. In Valencia-S. et al. (2015) NIR (1.45-2.45 µm) observations of the DSO
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during its approach to the black hole at the center of the Galaxy were reported. The obser-
vations were carried out with SINFONI at the VLT. They could detect spatially compact Brγ
line emission from DSO before and after its peri-bothron passage which was in agreement
with the detection reported by Witzel et al. (2014) from L-band observations. These ob-
servational evidences suggest that the DSO is possibly associated with a young accreting
stellar object on an elliptical orbit around Sgr A*. The observational data were also used
to derive the orbit of this object and predict its periapse transition. Based on its orbital
parameters, if the DSO is a dust-embedded star, its outer shell may very well be subject to
tidal disruption (Eckart et al., 2013; Witzel et al., 2014; Zajacˇek et al., 2014). Sgr A* and the
DSO encounter likely leads to an increase of Sgr A* flare activity across the electromagnetic
spectrum. Since the DSO discovery, many observation programs have intended to study
the radiation from Sgr A* as the DSO feeds the accretion stream, to constrain the emission
processes of the flares, and to study the properties of the DSO. In addition to the contin-
uum and line emission studies of the DSO, polarimetry imaging of this source can help to
further constrain its properties. This source, its characteristics, and the polarization study
of it will be discussed in details in chapter 4.
1.6 Polarization at the GC
The polarization map of the central stellar cluster of the GC including Sgr A* has been
obtained through high resolution observations in Ks- and L′-band, implementing the new
polarimetric calibration procedure (Buchholz et al., 2011, 2013; Witzel et al., 2011; Shahza-
manian et al., 2015). In general, the effects that are responsible for producing NIR polar-
ization in a GC source can be considered to be intrinsic to the source itself or foreground
effects caused by grain alignment along the line of sight, i.e. dichroic extinction. Dichroic
extinction can also have a significant role in polarization as a local effect for sources that
are surrounded by an optically thick dust envelope (Whitney and Wolff, 2002).
The GC foreground polarization is 6.1% at 20◦ in Ks-band and 4.5% at 20◦ in L′-band,
widely parallel to the Galactic plane (Buchholz et al., 2011). Besides foreground polar-
ization, sources that are in the Northern Arm and the bow-shock sources have intrinsic
polarization in Ks-band as well as at longer wavelengths. The intrinsic polarization is the
difference in polarization degree and angle from the homogeneous foreground polariza-
tion. The intrinsic polarization of the stellar sources can be produced by the following pro-
cesses: emission from aligned dust grains, dichroic extinction, and scattering on spherical
grains and/or magnetically aligned dust grains. It is still an open question which of these
processes is the one responsible for producing the observed intrinsic polarization of GC
sources.
The polarization data in Ks- and L′-band has helped to confirm the supposed nature
of several bow-shock sources like IRS 1W, 5, 5NE, 10W, and 21. For instance, IRS 21 has
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a Ks-band polarization of about 10-16% at 16◦ (Eckart et al., 1995; Ott et al., 1999) and it
is suggested to be a bow shock created from a mass-losing Wolf-Rayet star (Tanner et al.,
2002). However, recently Yusef-Zadeh et al. (2015) proposed that IRS 21 is a stellar cluster
including six radio sources.
In the case of Sgr A*, the observed time variable polarization is a clear indication for
intrinsic emission mechanisms at work (such as synchrotron emission), which generates
strongly polarized radiation.
I present the NIR polarimetry of Sgr A* and the DSO in this thesis. As a result, the dis-
cussion of NIR polarization will be deferred to the consecutive chapters. In the following,
I will give a summary on the polarization of Sgr A* in particular at longer wavelengths.
Sgr A* does not show any linear polarization with upper limits of 0.1% - 2% between
1.4 and 112 GHz (Bower et al., 2001). Faraday depolarization, in this case, should not play
a role in depolarizing the emission, since it is generally generated in an ionized medium
where the electromagnetic waves with positive and negative helicity have different refrac-
tion indices. Therefore, the source itself is not intrinsically linearly polarized at these fre-
quencies. On the other hand, at higher frequencies, between 150 and 400 GHz, the degree
of polarization for Sgr A* is 10% (Bower et al., 2003). The difference of the polarization
degree between high and low frequencies supports the idea, discussed before, that the
mm/sub-mm to NIR emission arises from a compact emitting source orbiting very close
to the SMBH, while the cm emission originates from a halo surrounding it (Meyer, 2008).
Marrone et al. (2006, 2007) studied Sgr A* polarization at 230 and 345 GHz by using the
polarimeter of the Submillimeter Array (SMA). They showed for the first time that the po-
larization changes over hour timescales, similar to the observed variability for the total
intensity. They also detected for the first time the rotation measure, which is the position
angle change of a linearly polarized light because of the Faraday rotation, with statistical
significance through their observations. Considering the value of the rotation measure,
the accretion rate is in the range of 2×10−9M¯ yr−1 to 2×10−7M¯ yr−1, if the magnetic field
is ordered and close to equipartition. The estimated mean polarization angle is 167◦±7◦
that varies about 31◦.
1.7 Outline of the dissertation
In this dissertation, I will present results from NIR polarimetry observations obtained from
the VLT UT4. The information about NIR Ks observations, the data reduction process and
the techniques used in this work are introduced in Chapter 2. The thesis consists of two
main parts:
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• Sgr A*: I will present the analysis of the most complete NIR 2.2 µm light curves of
Sgr A* in polarimetry mode from 2004 to 2012 in Chapter 3. I will describe the po-
larized observations, data reduction and the photometry that lead to light curves. I
explain the statistical analysis of the polarized emission from this source, along with
a study of the statistical behavior of polarization degree and angle. I then discuss
the implications of the results obtained for the polarization measurements.
• The Dusty S-cluster Object (DSO/G2) at the Galactic Center: In Chapter 4, I describe
the analysis of the polarimetry of the DSO based on NIR Ks-band data. This chapter
contains a description of the data reduction, obtained light curve, and polarime-
try measurements of the DSO. I discuss the possible nature and properties of this
source.
Chapter 5 contains a brief summary of results, conclusions and outlook. And at the end,
the Appendix provides supplementary information.
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OBSERVATION AND DATA REDUCTION
2.1 Observations
Figure 2.1: The four telescopes of the VLT in paranal, Chile. Image credit: ESO.
All the observations presented in this work are carried out by the Very Large Telescope
(VLT) operated by European Southern Observatory (ESO) at Paranal, Chile. Sgr A* is a very
faint source in the NIR and located in a very dense region, therefore high angular resolu-
tion is required. Furthermore, ground-based telescopes located at dry, high altitude sites
are needed for observing in the NIR or IR in general, since there is less water vapor to ab-
sorb IR emission. Therefore, considering such limits, VLT, Keck and Subaru telescopes are
ideally suitable for NIR observations of Sgr A*. The VLT includes four 8.2 meter telescopes
(see Fig. 2.1). These telescopes can work together and combine the light and work as an
interferometer (VLTI). For the purposes of this work one single telescope has been used.
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Figure 2.2: The arrangement of the Wollaston prism images on the NACO detector. The two
central strips show the images in orthogonally polarized light. Another exposure with the
retarder rotated by 45o provides a complementary pair of orthogonal measurements from
which the full linear polarization information can be derived.
NACO instrument is installed at the Nasmyth focus of the Unit telescope 4, Yepun1.
NACO is a combination of the AO system NAOS (Nasmyth adaptive optics system) and
the science camera CONICA (Coude near infrared camera). CONICA is equipped with
a Wollaston prism that splits the light into two orthogonal linearly polarized beams. Si-
multaneous measurement of two orthogonal directions of electric field vector is possible
through this prism. The Wollaston prism is coupled with a half-wave retarder plate that
can turn fast, and therefore, makes it possible to change to different angles. This equip-
ment is highly required for the polarization measurements of a source that varies fast with
time (see Fig. 2.2).
1In the time of doing the observations presented in this dissertation NACO was installed at UT4, while now
it is operating at UT1.
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2.2 Adaptive Optics
The image quality of the optical-infrared telescopes is degraded by instrumental effects of
the telescope itself and the turbulence in the atmosphere. The angular resolution of the
telescope in ideal conditions is:
θ = 1.22 λ
D
(2.1)
where λ is the observing wavelength and D is the telescope diameter. Due to the diffrac-
tion of light on the telescope aperture, the image of a point source is an Airy function:
I (θ)= I0
(2J1(piD sinθ/λ)
piD sinθ/λ
)2
(2.2)
where I0 is the maximum intensity of the diffraction pattern and J1 is the order one Bessel
function of the first kind. For getting higher quality images, different mechanical improve-
ments have been used in the telescope structure. Degradation of the image in the tele-
scope can be caused by the telescope structure deviation produced by heat, wind force,
and gravity. Active Optics system can correct these small changing errors by monitoring
the image of a star during the observations. The position of the telescope primary mirror
is adjusted by the analysis of the image at low temporal frequency about 0.05 Hz. However,
correcting the transient atmosphere turbulence is done by another system which is faster
and called Adaptive Optics (AO).
The light coming through the AO is split by a dichroic mirror and travels to a wavefront
sensor (WFS). The WFS measures the wavefront distortions and transfers the informa-
tion to a deformable mirror and tip-tilt assembly. Real time corrections of the deformable
mirror restore the wavefront flatness. The AO corrected image will be diffraction-limited.
However, the resolution is affected by the atmospheric turbulence and cannot be better
than ∼ 0.7 arcsec in the NIR. For understanding the mechanism of atmosphere’s turbu-
lences, there is a simple model that considers the seeing cells with a diameter of r0, the
Fried diameter (Fried, 1996), deforming flat wavefronts of an observational object. Mov-
ing of these cells leads the point spread function (PSF) 2 to be variable during the time.
Also the finite size of the cells makes the PSF to be spatial variable. In reality, several layers
of turbulence distort the incoming light and not just a single layer, but this simple model
can help us to understand the AO imaging.
The simplest AO set up is tip-tilt correction, which corrects the image motion by using a
fast moving tip-tilt mirror. In a more advanced AO system, multiple mirror segments can
tip and tilt independently and work as the deformable mirror. These segments correct the
phase errors of a few micrometers for the incoming wavefront. The corrections have to be
done on time scales of a few 10 to 100 Hz. Fried (1996) showed that the angular diameter
2The point spread function is the response function of a telescope to a point source.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic view of the Adaptive Optics system. Image credit: ESO NACO user
manual.
of a seeing cloud (ω≈ λr0 ) has the below relation with the observed wavelength λ:
ω∼λ−1/5. (2.3)
As a result, in the NIR the angular diameter of a blurring cloud is less than the same in
the optical and therefore the seeing in the NIR is better than the visible light. Current
AO systems correct images at wavelengths longer than one micrometer since for shorter
wavelengths, higher computational power is needed. Fig. 2.3 shows a schematic view of
an AO loop. The WFS needs a bright and close star for guiding which is in the isoplanatic
patch 3. The isoplanatic patch angle in the NIR is in the order of 20′′ while in the optical
is about 5′′. For GC observations, the bright supergiant IRS 7 which is located about 5.5′′
north of Sgr A* is a good candidate for guiding the AO loop in the IR. Since finding the
proper guidance source is difficult, there is an alternative way for guiding called the laser
guide star (LGS) technique. In this technique a bright point source which is an artificial
guide star is created by a Sodium-laser that excites the Sodium atoms in the mesosphere
at 90 km altitude.
The corrected PSF contains a diffraction-limited core and an extensive seeing wing. If
the observing conditions are good and the guidance star is close and bright enough, the
resulted PSF will be very close to the diffraction limit. In this situation, the Strehl ratio in
3The isoplanatic patch is the region on the sky where the seeing cells distribution over the aperture does not
change drastically.
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the Ks-band will be more than 30%. The Strehl ratio is a quality measurement of the PSF
correction and is defined as the ratio between the intensity peaks of the corrected and the
theoretical PSFs. In the case of bad conditions or at shorter wavelengths, the Strehl ratio is
only a few percent.
2.3 Standard data reduction process
The NACO instrument produces 1024 by 1024 pixel images that can be affected by several
problems caused by the detector itself and the wavelength regime (NIR). Therefore, in ad-
dition to the astronomical object observations, the thermal radiation of the telescope and
the atmosphere, the dark current, the read-out noise, and the non-linear response func-
tion of the detector are monitored. In reality, the detector has inhomogeneities caused by
the ageing or production procedure. Therefore, different regions of the detector can record
a given photon flux as different number of counts. The detector’s response function can be
obtained if it is illuminated by the twilight sky (sky flat-field) or a lamp (lamp flat-field). In
a lamp flat-field method several images are taken with a switched on/off lamp. These on
and off images are subtracted and averaged. The observed image will be divided by these
flat-fields to get the same detector response for the entire image. Here, the noise term is
neglected.
Another step is to consider the thermal radiation of the atmosphere while dealing with
the images. We should observe the sky without any apparent sources in it and not very
far from the main object to subtract it from the observed image. In the Galactic Center,
the region which has no sources is located 713′′ west and 400′′ north of IRS 7. The sky
observations should be repeated several times, since the thermal emission changes with
time. The number of sky exposures depends on the observing wavelength. In the Ks-band,
small number of sky measurements are required considering the observation conditions.
While, for the L′-band, the effect of the atmospheric emission is stronger and even small
variations are important to be considered. Therefore, after each image taken of the object,
one sky exposure is captured.
The following step is the correction for dead/hot pixels. These pixels either have a zero
response function (dead) or a very high value compared to the pixels around them (hot).
They should be detected and their values be replaced by the average value of the pixels
around them.
After doing the above standard data reduction steps, the resulting image still suffers
from degradation. In the next section, I will discuss these degradation factors.
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2.4 Deconvolution
An image observed with a telescope is influenced by several degradation factors. One of
them is the turbulence in the atmosphere which can be corrected by AO system. The image
of a point source is a PSF. In an ideal case of having an aberration-free telescope without
any atmospheric effect, the PSF would be an Airy pattern due to the diffraction of light on
the telescope aperture. The PSF varies with time because of the atmospheric turbulence
and the time variations of the instrument, also it is variable over the FOV.
The observed image I (x, y) can be described by the convolution of the real object
O(x, y) with a PSF (x, y), and additional function describing the detector read-out noise,
anisoplanasy and other non-linear terms, c(x, y):
I (x, y)= PSF (x, y)¯O(x, y)+ c(x, y) (2.4)
where ¯ is the convolution operator, which is the multiplication in Fourier space. If there
is not any noise, the Fourier transform of the real object can be obtained by a division in
Fourier space.
Oˆ(u, v)= Iˆ (u, v)
ˆPSF (u, v)
(2.5)
Oˆ(u, v), Iˆ (u, v), ˆPSF (u, v) are the Fourier transforms of O(x, y), I (x, y), PSF (x, y), with u
and v as the spatial frequencies corresponding to the coordinates x and y. The process of
determining the original object by knowing the observed image and the PSF is deconvo-
lution.
However, there are some limitations such as the noise term c(x, y) that cannot be ne-
glected in real observations and the PSF determination that cannot be done with perfect
accuracy. Therefore, different methods have been created to attain the object distribution.
Ott et al. (1999) have shown in particular for the Galactic Center that deconvolution algo-
rithms like Lucy, Clean and Wiener filtering work very well and reproduce the flux densi-
ties down to the detection limit. Eckart et al. (2005) studied the comparison of different
deconvolution methods. In this dissertation, the Lucy-Richardson deconvolution method
is used which is the most suitable one for the purposes of this work and I describe it here
briefly (see below).
2.4.1 PSF estimation
It is necessary to estimate the PSF before doing the deconvolution process. PSF can be
determined in the Galactic Center by extracting from individual point sources in the ob-
served image with the software package StarFinder (Diolaiti et al., 2000). StarFinder is
an IDL program to obtain high precision photometry and astrometry of point sources in
crowded fields images.
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StarFinder estimates an initial PSF by getting the median of several isolated and bright
sources in the stellar field selected by the user. The PSF determination continues by
spotting the stars in the field and considering them while repeating the PSF extraction.
Through this procedure the contaminating sources near the position of the selected PSF
stars would be subtracted resulting in an improvement of the final PSF quality.
2.4.2 Lucy-Richardson deconvolution
Using the Lucy-Richardson (LR) algorithm (Lucy, 1974; Richardson, 1972) allows us to sep-
arate the flux density contributions of very close sources. It is an iterative process based
on the correction of observed probability distributions. The method includes the iteration
of several steps as described in the following. Firstly, the current estimate of the object
distribution On(x, y) is convolved with the PSF (x, y):
In(x, y)=On(x, y)¯PSF (x, y) (2.6)
Then the image obtained, In(x, y), is compared with the observed image I (x, y):
Q(x, y)= I (x, y)
In(x, y)
¯PSF (x, y) (2.7)
The PSF acts as a low-pass filter that reduces the effect of high spatial frequencies on the
result since these frequencies are strongly affected by noise. Lastly, multiplying the origi-
nal object estimate with Q(x, y) leads to a new estimate of the object distribution:
On+1(x, y)=On(x, y)¯Q(x, y) (2.8)
Because of the convolution with the PSF high spatial frequencies are suppressed, and
therefore the noise amplification are avoided. Subsequently, details of the image related to
high spatial frequencies can only be resolved after an adequate number of iterations. This
is one of the disadvantages of this method that the computation requires high amount of
time especially for a large number of images to be processed. One should be careful when
choosing the number of iterations, since running a high number of iterations can end in
resolving a diffuse background into point sources. Another disadvantage is that the emis-
sion of very faint sources and diffuse background close to bright sources can be added to
the flux density of the bright star. This effect can be seen as dark areas around the bright
sources that can be minimized by an accurate PSF estimation. Figure 2.4 shows the de-
convolved images of the central region of the Galaxy while at the position of Sgr A* a clear
flaring activity is noticeable.
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Figure 2.4: Central few arcseconds region of GC in Ks-band in 2012. From top to bottom:
the time from the start of the observation is 0, 25 and 50 minutes. The position of Sgr A* is
shown with a circle and it is in the flaring state. After the standard data reduction process,
the images are deconvolved with LR algorithm.
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Ks-BAND NEAR INFRARED POLARIMETRY OF SGR A*
3.1 Introduction
Sagittarius A* (Sgr A*) is a compact radio source located at the center of our galaxy (Eckart
and Genzel, 1996, 1997; Eckart et al., 2002; Schödel et al., 2002; Eisenhauer et al., 2003;
Ghez et al., 1998, 2000, 2005b, 2008; Gillessen et al., 2009a). It is associated with a super-
massive black hole with the mass of about 4× 106 M¯ and is the best example of a low-
luminosity galactic nucleus accessible for observations. Sgr A* is time variable in high
spatial resolution observations in the near-infrared (NIR) and X-ray domain compared to
a lower degree of variability in the radio to sub-mm regime. The NIR counterpart to Sgr A*
shows short bursts of increased radiation that last about 100 minutes and can occur four
to six times per day.
The nature of emission processes detected from Sgr A* can be revealed by analyzing the
polarization of the electromagnetic radiation. Therefore, this source has been observed in
the polarimetric imaging mode with NACO using its Wollaston prism since 2004 (Eckart
et al., 2006d; Meyer et al., 2006b,a; Eckart et al., 2008a; Zamaninasab et al., 2010; Witzel
et al., 2012). Different research groups have conducted multi-wavelength observations to
study the variable emission process from the radio to X-ray range and spectral energy dis-
tribution (SED) of Sgr A* (Baganoff et al., 2001; Porquet et al., 2003; Genzel et al., 2003;
Eckart et al., 2004, 2006d,b,a, 2008a,b,c; Meyer et al., 2006b,a, 2007; Yusef-Zadeh et al.,
2006b,a, 2007, 2008; Dodds-Eden et al., 2009; Sabha et al., 2010; Eckart et al., 2012a). Hub-
ble Space Telescope (HST) observations at 1.6 µm and 1.7 µm wavelengths (Yusef-Zadeh
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et al., 2009) indicate that the activity of Sgr A* is, more than 40% of the time, above the
noise level. The highly polarized NIR flux density excursions usually have X-ray counter-
parts, which suggests that the responsible radiation mechanism is inverse Compton emis-
sion or synchrotron-self-Compton (SSC) (Eckart et al., 2004, 2006d,a; Yuan et al., 2004; Liu
et al., 2006; Eckart et al., 2012a). Several studies successfully model the observations by as-
suming the variability to be connected to the emission from single or multiple spots close
to the last stable orbit of the black hole (Meyer et al., 2006b,a, 2007; Zamaninasab et al.,
2008).
Zamaninasab et al. (2010) find a correlation between the modulations of the observed
flux density light curves and changes in the polarization degree and position angle. They
work with a model in which matter orbits the super-massive black hole with relativistic
speed. This information can help us to constrain the spin of the black hole (assuming that
the Kerr metric describes the gravitational field). However, it is still impossible to conclude
based on the available data whether timescales is comparable to the orbital period near
the inner edge of the accretion flow (especially, near the radius of the innermost stable
orbit) play a role in the variability. The intrinsic emissivity of accretion disks and the ef-
fect of a magnetic field are energy dependent, although the geometrical effects of strong
gravitational fields act on photons independently of their energy. Thus, the variation of
the polarization angle and the polarization degree are expected to be energy dependent.
The dependencies can be degenerate and together with the interdependencies of the ob-
servables require both time-resolved observations (e.g. Zamaninasab et al., 2010) and a
statistical analysis as we present here.
The time variable NIR emission from Sgr A* can be interpreted as a result of a sin-
gle continuous power-law process with a break timescale between 500 and 700 minutes
(Witzel et al., 2012). This process presents prominent flux density excursions lasting for
about 100 minutes. The excursions are called flares that occur as flaring activity. Eckart
et al. (2012a) modelled the flaring activity based on multi-wavelength observations in
2009, as a signal from a synchrotron/synchrotron-self-Compton component.
The statistical properties of flaring activity of Sgr A* have been analyzed by several au-
thors instead of focusing on investigating the individual flares. Do et al. (2009) do not
identify quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) during studying 7 total flux density NIR light
curves taken with Keck telescope. The QPOs can be linked to the orbital time of the matter
in the inside part of an accretion disk, in contrast to the pure red noise. They also show that
Sgr A* is continuously variable. Fluctuations in the accretion disk can explain the power-
law distribution of the NIR variable emission (Chan et al., 2009). However, the spectral
energy distribution, the correlation between flux density variations and changes in the po-
larization degree, and the delayed sub-mm emission present that the emission originates
from a compact flaring domain with a schwarzschild radius size. This compact region can
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be an emitting hot spot(s) falling into the black hole (see e.g. Genzel et al., 2003; Dovcˇiak
et al., 2004, 2008; Eckart et al., 2006b; Gillessen et al., 2006; Meyer et al., 2006b; Hamaus
et al., 2009; Zamaninasab et al., 2010) or a jet with blobs of ejected material (Markoff et al.,
2001). Doi (1978) and Pineault (1980) are among the first publications introducing the
orbiting hot spots concept in relation to black hole accretion disks constructively. X-ray
emission bursts of Cyg X-1 were described via this concept (Doi, 1978). It was also applied
to analyze variability in total flux density and polarization properties of the super-massive
black hole in AO 0235+164.
The NIR Ks-band total flux density variability of Sgr A* observed with VLT from 2004
to 2009 has been studied by Dodds-Eden et al. (2011). The authors explain the time vari-
ability of Sgr A* as a two state process, a quiescent state with a log-normal distribution
for low flux density values (below 5 mJy) and a flaring state with a power-law distribution
for high flux density values (above 5 mJy). The physical processes responsible for low and
high fluxes from Sgr A* are claimed to be different based on their analysis. However, their
conclusion for the low flux densities is biased by source crowding and the measurement
uncertainties since it is based on data close to the detection limit. On the other hand,
Witzel et al. (2012) describe the Sgr A* variability by a single power-law distribution for a
larger data set between 2003 and early 2010. They interpret that there is not a second in-
trinsic state based on the flux density distribution (see Fig. 3.14). Modeling the data by
a rigorous two state regime switching time series that additionally considered the timing
properties information of Sgr A*, Meyer et al. (2014a) conclude the same result. These re-
sults truly present that the variability process can be explained as a single state, continuous
red-noise process with a characteristic timescale of several hours, without any distinctive
flux density in the range of reliably measurable flux densities. Another important aspect
of the time variability is the analysis of the intrinsic polarization degree and polarization
angle of the Sgr A* emission and their variations during the flaring event.
In this chapter I analyze the most comprehensive sample of NIR polarimetric light
curves of Sgr A*. In Section 3.2 I provide details about the observations and data reduc-
tion. In Section 3.3, I present the statistical analysis of polarized flux densities, a compar-
ison with total flux densities, and their distribution as provided by Witzel et al. (2012). In
Section 3.4 I summarize the results and discuss their implications.
3.2 Observations and data reduction
All observations in this chapter have been carried out with the adaptive optics (AO) mod-
ule NAOS and NIR camera CONICA (together NACO; Lenzen et al., 2003; Rousset et al.,
2003; Brandner et al., 2002) at the UT4 (Yepun) at the Very Large Telescope (VLT) of the
European Southern Observatory (ESO) on Paranal, Chile. All Ks-band (2.2 µm) observa-
tional data of the central cluster of the Galactic Center (GC) with the camera S13 in 13 mas
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pixel scale polarimetry from mid-2004 to mid-2012 that have flaring activity have been
collected. The AO loop was locked in all the selected observations using the infrared wave-
front sensor of NAOS on the NIR supergiant IRS7 with Ks ∼ 6.5−7.0 mag, located ∼ 5.5′′
north from Sgr A*. NACO has a Wollaston prism and a half-wave retarder plate that allows
us to measure simultaneously the two orthogonal directions of the electric field vector and
a rapid change between different angles of the electric field vector.
I describe a short summary of the reduction steps in the following. I used the reduced
data sets as presented in Witzel et al. (2012) for 2004 to 2009. An observational strategy
and data reduction steps similar to Witzel et al. (2012) were applied on the 27 May 2011
and 17 May 2012 data sets which have not been published before. For the 27 May 2011 and
17 May 2012 nights, Sgr A* and a sufficient number of flux secondary density calibrators
were in the central arcsecond. The AO correction of these nights was mostly stable and
in good seeing conditions during the observing time. Table 3.1 presents the observing
dates, integration times, sampling rate, and mean flux densities of the data sets used for
the analysis in this chapter.
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Table 3.1: Observations Log. Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015), reproduced with permission ©ESO.
Date Start Stop Length Number of Maximum flux density Average Integration
frames density sampling rate time
(UT time) (UT time) (min) (mJy) (min) (sec)
2004-June-13 07:54:22.95 09:15:08.79 80.76 70 3.17 1.17 20
2005-July-30 02:07:36.13 06:21:40:41 254.07 187 8.94 1.36 30
2006-June-01 06:39:49.16 10:44:27.63 378.41 244 14.5 1.55 30
2007-May-15 05:29:55.42 08:31:48.45 181.88 116 16.7 1.58 40
2007-May-17 04:24:14.84 09:34:40.15 292.42 192 9.78 1.53 40
2008-May-25 06:05:20.32 10:35:38.65 270.31 250 10.25 1.085 40
2008-May-27 04:52:04.92 08:29:38.07 217.55 184 4.32 1.18 40
2008-May-30 08:24:33.51 09:45:25.69 80.87 40 12.39 1.023 40
2008-June-01 06:04:51.56 10:10:26.78 245.59 240 7.08 1.027 40
2008-June-03 08:37:23.56 09:58:58.85 81.59 80 10.02 1.032 40
2009-May-18 04:37:55.08 10:19:54.10 341.98 286 12.53 1.19 40
2011-May-27 04:49:39.82 10:27:25.65 337.77 334 7.55 1.2 45
2012-May-17 04:49:20.72 09:52:57.08 303.62 256 6.64 1.2 45
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Table 3.2: The calibrators and their corresponding flux densities. Credit: Witzel et al. (2012).
Star mKs flux density [mJy]
S26 14.94 6.97
S27 15.41 4.41
S6 15.35 4.66
S7 14.92 6.92
S8 14.21 13.31
S35 13.20 33.74
S10 13.95 16.91
S65 13.58 23.78
S30 14.12 14.46
S98 15.27 5.01
S100 15.29 4.92
S84 14.66 8.79
S107 14.82 7.59
I implemented standard reduction steps to all the exposures (see Sect. 2.3). Lamp
flat-fields have been used instead of sky flat-fields to avoid polarimetric effects produced
by the sky. The four polarization channels (0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦) of the individual data set
were aligned since the exposures were dithered by using a cross-correlation method with
sub-pixel accuracy (ESO Eclipse Jitter; Devillard, 1999). Using the isolated stars close to
Sgr A*, the point spread functions (PSFs) were extracted from the images with the IDL-
based StarFinder routine (Diolaiti et al., 2000).
The PSF fitting algorithm of StarFinder finds point sources in the image and measures
the source flux densities and their positions by fitting a model PSF to all point sources, con-
sidering offsets as a result of background emission and gradients therein. I benefited from
the LR algorithm to deconvolve the images (see Sect. 2.4.2 for details), instead of using the
resulted values of StarFinder photometry. For large data sets without a consistent condi-
tion the PSF fitting statistics of StarFinder is questionable to be used. The off-apertures
to measure the background are applied to monitor the effect of weak residuals emerging
from a combination of a faint background mostly dominated by the superposition of ex-
tended seeing foots and the positivity constraint for the LR algorithm (see the following).
The image restoration was done by convolving the deconvolved images with a Gaussian
beam of a FWHM of about 60 mas, which corresponds to the diffraction limit at 2.2µm.
3.2.1 Flux density calibration
The flux densities of Sgr A* and other compact sources in the image are obtained by aper-
ture photometry using circular apertures of 40 mas radius. The flux density was calibrated
through the known Ks-band flux densities of 13 S-cluster stars (Schödel et al., 2010). 6
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Figure 3.1: The image obtained by Ks-band deconvolved image of the Galactic Center on
17 May 2012. The image displays the positions of Sgr A*, calibration stars, and comparison
apertures for background estimates marked by yellow circles. Credit: Shahzamanian et al.
(2015), reproduced with permission ©ESO.
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comparison stars and 8 background apertures, located at positions where no individual
sources can be detected, are also considered. See Fig. 3.1 and Table 3.2 for more details
on the apertures positions and the list of calibrators. I summed the photon counts in each
aperture and then added the resulted values of two orthogonal polarimetry channels to
obtain the total flux densities. The obtained values were cleaned up from the background
contribution. I measured the flux densities of the calibrators close to Sgr A* and also at
the position of Sgr A*, subsequently, corrected them for extinction adopting AKs = 2.46,
derived for the innermost arcsecond by Schödel et al. (2010). I implement aperture pho-
tometry on all frames and obtain the light curves of Sgr A* for 27 May 2011 and 17 May
2012 data, as shown in Fig. 3.2.
Figure 3.2: NIR Ks-band (2.2 µm) light curves of Sgr A* obtained by polarimetry mode on 27
May 2011 (top) and 17 May 2012 (bottom) generated by adding pairs of orthogonal polar-
ization channels; left: 0◦,90◦ and right: 45◦,135◦. The blue dots represent Sgr A* flux density
measured in mJy, and the red connected dots display the background flux densities. Credit:
Shahzamanian et al. (2015), reproduced with permission ©ESO.
The gaps presented in the light curves are the result of sky measurements or AO re-
configuration. For 27 May 2012 data, Sgr A* flux density changed between 5 and 10 mJy
during the whole observing run. For 17 May 2012 data, the flux density of Sgr A* increased
to about 7 mJy during the first 50 minutes of the observation and then decreased again.
A Ks-band deconvolved image of the Galactic Center on 17 May 2012 is presented in
Fig. 3.1. The image is captured with the ordinary beam of the Wollaston prism. The posi-
tions of calibration stars, comparison apertures for background estimates, and Sgr A* are
shown. See also Fig. 1 from 30 September 2004 by Witzel et al. (2012) for comparison.
Source labeling is done using the nomenclature by Gillessen et al. (2009a).
I calculated the flux density of Sgr A* from the obtained flux densities in the four dif-
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ferent polarization channels and corrected for possible background background contribu-
tions. The measured flux density distributions of several calibration stars close to Sgr A*
fitted by Gaussian functions are shown in the top plot of Fig. 3.3. The observational un-
certainties produce the scatter of the flux densities around the mean value and can be
obtained from the fits.
The bottom plot of Fig. 3.3 presents the relation of the standard deviations (σ) of the
Gaussians fitted to the distributions and the mean flux density. A second degree polyno-
mial is the best function that describes the dependency of σ values with the flux densities
up to 33 mJy.
Using a second degree polynomial enables us to estimate the quality of the data and
compares it to the previous studies (Witzel et al., 2012; Do et al., 2009) who applied a
similar method, though it is a prior unphysical. I have added to the plot the measured
flux densities and scatter of the two background apertures (C1 and C2 in Fig. 3.1) and in-
cluded them in the fit. The uncertainties are ∼0.25 mJy up to 10 mJy total flux density and
are mostly produced by a combination of imperfectly subtracted PSF seeing halos of sur-
rounding, brighter stars, a change in the AO performance, and differential tilt jitter. For
understanding the instrumental effect on flux density statistics, statistics of these effects
is important to be considered. The halo noise effect (Fritz et al., 2010) is studied by ana-
lyzing the control apertures (C-apertures) close to the Sgr A* position. Their average flux
density is not equal to zero, and their obtained flux density values are comparable to the
total flux density distribution of the stars with flux values less than 10 mJy. The obtained
relation agrees well with that found by Witzel et al. (2012) using a larger sample of total
flux density measurements presented in their Fig. 7, within the uncertainties and for a
total flux density value below 10 mJy. Polarization data tends to be observationally bi-
ased towards higher Strehl values compared to AO imaging in standard observer mode,
i.e. without selecting preferred atmospheric conditions. Therefore, our data follows 20%
to 25% narrower flux density distributions at higher flux densities around 30 mJy. Fig. 3.3
shows that statements on the source intrinsic total or polarized flux density of Sgr A* can
only be convincing if the total flux density is significantly larger than the limit of∼0.25 mJy.
3.2.2 Polarimetry
I can derive the polarization degree and angle from the obtained normalized stokes pa-
rameters using non-normalized analog-to-digital converter (ADC) values from the detec-
tor (see details in Witzel et al. 2011),
F = f0+ f90 = f45+ f135 (3.1)
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Figure 3.3: Top: Normalized flux density distributions of 10 flux calibrators of Sgr A*. The
Gaussian fits to the distributions are presented in dashed lines. Bottom: flux densities’ stan-
dard deviation of calibration stars as a function of their flux densities. The polynomial fit,
shown in the red line, to the estimated σ values of the calibrators presented in the upper
panel (red crosses). The measured error values (reported by Witzel et al. 2012) at the posi-
tion of the comparison apertures for the background emission close to Sgr A* are presented
by purple x symbols (see Fig.3.1). Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015), reproduced with per-
mission ©ESO.
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Q = f0− f90
f0+ f90
(3.2)
U = f45− f135
f45+ f135
(3.3)
p =
√
Q2+U 2 (3.4)
φ= 1
2
arctan
(
U
Q
)
, (3.5)
where f0, f45, f90, and f135 are the flux densities of four polarimetric channels with f0, f90
and f45, f135 being pairs of orthogonally polarized channels. The total flux density is repre-
sented by the variable F and Q and U are the normalized Stokes parameters. The circular
polarization in normalized Stokes V is assigned to zero since the information on circular
polarization is not available with NACO (see Witzel et al., 2011) for a detailed discussion).
The polarization degree is presented by the quantity p and the polarization angle is shown
by φ which is measured from the north to the east and samples a range between 0◦ and
180◦. The polarized flux is computed as the product of polarization degree and the total
flux density. Uncertainties for F, Q, U and the obtained p and φ were calculated from the
flux density uncertainties. A careful calibration is needed since NACO is a Nasmyth focus
camera-system and instrumental effects can affect the results. Witzel et al. (2011) applied
the Stokes/Mueller formalism to derive the instrumental polarization. Their analytical
model uses Mueller matrices to the obtained normalized Stokes parameters to get the in-
trinsic normalized Stokes parameters. I applied their model to decrease the systematical
uncertainties of polarization angles and degrees created by instrumental polarization to
about∼ 1% and∼ 5◦, respectively. For the stars in the innermost arcsecond to Sgr A*, fore-
ground polarization has been obtained (see e.g. Buchholz et al., 2013), however, its value
for the exact line of sight towards Sgr A* itself is unknown. It is not possible to certainly
disentangle line of sight effects from the foreground polarization produced by the stars
close to Sgr A* with the current instrumentation.
Confusion with stellar sources can occur in estimating the flux density of Sgr A*, since
the Galactic center region is very crowded (Sabha et al., 2012). This confusion needs to
be removed in order to be able to compare the polarized flux densities of different years
without offsets. Therefore, the minimum flux density of four polarization channels is sub-
tracted from the flux densities of the corresponding channels for each data set and then
the polarization degrees and polarized flux densities of our data sample are estimated.
Here the polarized flux density contributions of confusing stars are assumed to be on the
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same level as the foreground polarization. Thus, it is conservative to subtract the mini-
mum of all four polarization channels in each epoch. Moreover, to compare the polar-
ized flux density distribution with the total flux density distribution in Witzel et al. (2011)
subtracting the faint stellar contribution was needed. The mentioned change in the flux
densities did not prominently change the polarization degree value.
3.3 Data analysis
I present in Fig. 3.4 the light curves that represent all NIR Ks-band flaring activities ob-
served by NACO in polarization mode. Strong flare events usually last for about 100 min-
utes. When bright flare activities occur, the variations in total flux density, polarization
degree, and polarization angle are more prominent. It is interesting to investigate if there
are preferred values or ranges of values for the polarization degree and angle that are in-
dependent of the flare flux density, although the flare events are different in terms of the
maximum flux density. I determine the flux density uncertainties for our statistical analy-
sis through the relation presented in Fig. 3.3. I apply the results of our analysis presented
in the following for obtaining the uncertainties of the polarization degree and angle.
3.3.1 Statistical behavior of polarization measurements
We wanted to know the expected statistical behavior of polarization measurements to
adequately present and interpret the data. Several authors have studied the polariza-
tion statistics, e.g. Serkowski (1958, 1962); Vinokur (1965); Simmons and Stewart (1985);
Naghizadeh-Khouei and Clarke (1993); Clarke (2010). The polarization degree p is a
positive quantity from Eq. 3.4 that takes values between zero and one (or equivalently
0%−100%). The value of p is biased by the uncertainties in Q and U , which in our case
are the result of observational noise in the polarization channels. This result is an overes-
timation of p at low signal-to-noise ratio (S/N ) measurements. Polarimetric observations
need a higher S/N compared to photometric measurements. The S/N of the total in-
tensity is related to the first order of the polarized intensity like (S/N )pol ar i zed i ntensi t y ≈
p × (S/N )tot al i ntensi t y , where the polarization degree is mostly smaller than one. There-
fore, in case of having high (S/N )tot al i ntensi t y weak polarization signal can be detected
(Trippe, 2014).
In the presence of random noise except for large S/N , the polarization degree distri-
bution does not follow a Gaussian distribution. I estimated that total flux density mea-
surements of stars around Sgr A* are, in very good approximation, Gaussian distributed
(see Sect. 3.2.1). As a result, the noise in the polarization channels must have the same
distribution. U and Q follow Cauchy distributions that, at medium S/N , can be estimated
by normal distributions around the intrinsic values U0 and Q0. Considering that U and Q
are independent variables with associated variances of σ20, the polarization-degree distri-
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Figure 3.4: Flares observed in NIR Ks-band polarimetry mode of Sgr A*. The date of these
observations are 2004 June 13, 2005 July 30, 2006 June 1, 2007 May 15, 2007 May 17, 2008
May 25, 2008 May 27, 2008 May 30, 2008 June 1, 2008 June 3, 2009 May 18, 2011 May 27,
2012 May 17 (the order of the images starts from top left to bottom right). In each panel:
Top: total flux density is shown in black, and polarized flux density is presented in cyan.
Middle: The degree of linear polarization is shown in red; Bottom: The polarization angle
is presented here as blue. Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015), reproduced with permission
©ESO.
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Figure 3.4: Continued.
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Figure 3.4: Continued.
bution F (p; p0,σ0) for a specific value of the intrinsic polarization degree p0 = (U 20 +Q20)1/2
can be defined by a Rice distribution,
F (p; p0,σ0)= p
σ20
J0
(
i
p p0
σ20
)
exp
(
−p
2+p20
2σ20
)
, (3.6)
where J0(i x) is the zero-order Bessel function of the imaginary argument
(Serkowski, 1958; Vinokur, 1965). The bias on the observed value of p for different
(S/N )pol ar i zati on deg r ee defined as P0 = p0/σ0 is analyzed in Simmons and Stewart (1985)
(see their Fig. 1). The peak of the F (p; p0,σ0) distribution is the most probable observed
value which is always larger than p0 for low S/N , and approaches the intrinsic value p0
with increasing S/N . At low S/N , the polarization angle follows a multi-modal distribu-
tion with a spread covering the whole range of possible values of φ. At medium S/N and
under the same previous assumptions, for a particular intrinsic polarization angle φ0 the
probability distribution F (φ;φ0,P0) is symmetric around its most probable value, and de-
pends on the (S/N )pol ar i zati on deg r ee . It can be shown as
F (φ;φ0,P0)=
{
1
pi
+ η0p
pi
eη
2
0
[
1+er f (η0)
]}
exp
(
−P
2
0
2
)
, (3.7)
with η0 = (P0/
p
2)cos(φ−φ0), and “er f ” the Gaussian error function (Vinokur, 1965;
Naghizadeh-Khouei and Clarke, 1993). For high S/N , the distribution tends toward a
Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σφ = 28.65◦(σp /p) = σp /(2p)(radians),
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where the polarization degree dispersion isσp =σ0 (Serkowski, 1958, 1962). Several meth-
ods to remove the bias in the observed p measurements for a source with a constant polar-
ization state have been proposed (Simmons and Stewart, 1985; Stewart, 1991). However,
whether this condition is fulfilled in the case of Sgr A* is not known. Moreover, the vari-
ability of its intrinsic polarization degree and angle is predicted with some scenarios. Thus,
without any priori assumption on the polarization properties of Sgr A*, it is needed to fol-
low the propagation of the uncertainties from the observables estimated quantities i.e.
flux densities in the polarization channels, to the obtained polarization properties p and
φ. We performed Monte Carlo simulations of the observational noise and the measured
quantities, and applied them to statistically estimate the obtained polarization degree and
angle distributions and their uncertainties. The primary parameters of the simulation are
the total flux density F0 and its uncertaintyσF , and the intrinsic polarization degree p0 and
angle φ0. We calculated the corresponding polarization-channel flux densities f0, f90, f45,
and f135, for each set of initial parameters from Eqs. (1)-(5). The relation between the total
flux densities and their uncertainties presented in Sect. 3.2.1 is considered to associate an
uncertainty with the total flux density measured in each polarization channel fX . Under
the assumption that the distributions of F are in a very good approximation Gaussian, and
that the noise in each part of orthogonal polarization channels is about the same, we ex-
press the standard deviation of the Gaussian function that defines the distribution of each
fX as σ fX = σF /
p
2, i.e. σ f0 = σ f90 = σ f45 = σ f135 = σF /
p
2. We draw from the fX distribu-
tions, 104 retrads of polarization-channel fluxes and apply them to measure U , Q, p, and
φ, as it is done with real data. It is possible to establish the most probable observed values
of p and φ from the simulations, as well as the ranges in which certain percentages of the
values are included. Intrinsic total flux densities are considered in the range from 0.8m J y ,
which is the photometry detection limit (Witzel et al., 2012), to 15.0m J y , which is approx-
imately the maximum value in our data set. The initial values for the polarization degree
(the amplitude of the intrinsic polarization, p0) are fixed to a range from 5% to 70%, while
φ0 is set to a preferred polarization angle of 13◦, based on the following data analysis.
The resulting distributions of U , Q, p, and φ for two different initial total flux density
values, one with medium S/N and the other with high S/N , are shown in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6
as an example. The distributions in the plots correlate to the values that would be mea-
sured for a source whose intrinsic total flux density, polarization degree, and polarization
angle are the initial values given at beginning of the simulation. The limits of the intervals
containing 68%, 95% and 99% of all values are used as our effective 1σ, 2σ and 3σ error
intervals. Asymmetric errors for p in the form p
+σp 2
−σp 1 are given. It is clear from these two
examples that the most probable value of p is larger than its true value p0, but for higher
S/N it becomes closer to p0.
Furthermore, a Rice function is fitted to the p distribution and the σ value of Rice dis-
tribution is obtained. The simulated polarization degree values for different initial flux
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Figure 3.5: The polarization degree and angle generated by simulation for the high flux den-
sities. Initial values for simulation: total flux density= 6 mJy, polarization degree= 30% and
polarization angle= 13o . Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015), reproduced with permission
©ESO.
density and polarization degree values are presented in Table 3.3. We have analyzed the
confidence intervals and obtainedσ values for polarization angle only if the (S/N) is larger
than 4.5, since for the lower (S/N), the φ distribution has a non-Gaussian shape. The sim-
ulated polarization angle values for different initial flux density and polarization degree
values are shown in Table 3.4.
The relation between the simulated values of the total flux density and the polarization
degree are shown in Fig. 3.7. The contours presented in the figure are related to 1σ, 2σ
and 3σ values that enclose 68%, 95%, and 99% of points in the distribution, i.e. if these
quantities are measured more than 1000 times then, the central contour would contain
the 68% of measured values that are closest to the intrinsic value.
For interpretation in the upcoming section, the following results of the expected sta-
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Table 3.3: Recovered polarization degrees obtained from simulation for the combination of
different sets of intrinsic total flux density F ′ and polarization degree p ′ as initial values.
In cases which both the upper and lower uncertainty are less than or equal to half of the
actual value are shown in the boldface. Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015), reproduced
with permission ©ESO.
F’[mJy]
p’[%] 0.8 1 1.3 1.5 2 3 4 6 10
5 27+22−17 24
+16
−15 19
+12
−11 15
+12
−8 12
+9
−6 9
+6
−5 8
+4
−5 6
+3
−4 5
+3
−2
10 28+23−18 22
+18
−13 18
+14
−10 16
+12
−9 14
+9
−8 12
+7
−6 12
+5
−5 10
+4
−3 10
+3
−3
20 30+26−18 22
+24
−11 24
+15
−13 24
+13
−13 21
+10
−9 22
+6
−8 21
+6
−6 21
+4
−5 20
+3
−3
30 33+30−19 34
+22
−18 34
+17
−16 32
+15
−13 31
+12
−10 31
+7
−8 31
+6
−6 30
+4
−4 30
+3
−3
40 40+33−20 40
+26
−19 42
+18
−17 44
+14
−16 41
+12
−11 41
+7
−8 40
+6
−6 40
+4
−4 41
+3
−3
50 56+32−25 49
+29
−29 49
+21
−16 52
+21
−16 50
+13
−15 49
+10
−9 51
+9
−6 50
+4
−6 50
+3
−3
60 61+34−28 60
+27
−22 61
+20
−16 60
+17
−15 61
+13
−12 60
+9
−7 60
+6
−6 60
+4
−4 60
+3
−3
70 73+33−30 63
+31
−26 71
+20
−19 69
+23
−18 70
+16
−15 70
+11
−10 70
+8
−8 69
+6
−5 70
+4
−4
Table 3.4: Recovered polarization angles obtained from simulation for different sets of in-
trinsic total flux density F ′ and polarization degree p ′ as initial values. Credit: Shahzama-
nian et al. (2015), reproduced with permission ©ESO.
F’[mJy]
p’[%] 0.8 1 1.3 1.5 2 3 4 6 10
5 4+61−47 5
+63
−42 9
+60
−48 7
+53
−46 8
+49
−38 8
+42
−34 13
+32
−35 8
+24
−26 13
+16
−18
10 0+58−38 5
+53
−40 9
+43
−39 9
+40
−36 10
+33
−30 13
+21
−24 14
+15
−19 10
+13
−12 13
+8
−9
20 5+46−26 10
+35
−27 11
+27
−23 11
+24
−21 12
+17
−17 12
+11
−11 12
+8
−9 12
+6
−6 12
+4
−4
30 8+31−22 11
+24
−20 10
+20
−15 12
+14
−16 12
+11
−11 11
+8
−6 12
+6
−6 12
+5
−3 12
+3
−3
40 10+27−17 10
+19
−15 11
+13
−13 11
+11
−11 11
+9
−8 11
+7
−5 12
+5
−4 11
+3
−3 12
+2
−2
50 6+18−9 10
+13
−10 11
+12
−10 11
+12
−9 12
+9
−7 11
+6
−5 12
+4
−4 12
+3
−3 12
+2
−2
60 9+17−12 9
+13
−10 12
+9
−9 12
+8
−8 12
+6
−6 12
+4
−4 12
+3
−3 12
+2
−2 12
+1
−1
70 6+16−8 9
+9
−8 11
+9
−8 11
+9
−7 13
+6
−7 11
+5
−4 12
+3
−3 13
+2
−2 12
+2
−2
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Figure 3.6: The polarization degree and angle generated by simulation for the low flux den-
sities. Initial values for simulation: total flux density= 1 mJy, polarization degree= 30% and
polarization angle= 13o . Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015), reproduced with permission
©ESO.
tistical properties will be used:
One can notice from Fig. 3.5 and Table 3.3 that the recovered degree of polarization
for our NIR data including strong flare flux densities, is Gaussian distributed around a
very well central value close to the intrinsic degree with a ∼5% uncertainty. Therefore, if
the intrinsic polarization degree is centered around a fixed expectation value the statisti-
cal properties of bright flare samples will be comparable to those of the total flux density
measurements as shown by Witzel et al. (2012).
Figure 3.5 and Table 3.3 show that for weak intrinsic flux densities the recovered degree
of polarization is not any more Gaussian distributed. The intrinsic polarization degree is
specially not well recovered for moderate or weaker intrinsic values and the uncertainties
are very large, such that unrealistic polarization degrees of above 100% can be measured.
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Figure 3.7: The correlation between the total flux density and polarization degree, obtained
from our simulations, for initial values of : Left: total flux density = 1 mJy, polarization
degree = 30%, polarization angle = 13o , Right: total flux density = 6 mJy, polarization de-
gree = 30%, polarization angle = 13o . Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015), reproduced with
permission ©ESO.
For intrinsically strongly polarized weak flares the intrinsic polarization degrees are statis-
tically recovered, but the asymmetric uncertainties remain very large. Therefore, the total
statistical behavior of observed polarization data can be considered to be consisted of the
properties of subsamples of different flare flux densities and polarization degrees.
3.3.2 Polarization degree and polarization angle
Following the results of our statistical analysis presented in Section 3.3.1 I present the dis-
tribution of Ks-band polarization degrees of Sgr A* (top) and the distribution of their un-
certainties (bottom) in Fig. 3.8. The only data points shown in these figures are the ones for
which - based on our simulations - both the upper and lower uncertainty of the recovered
polarization degree are smaller than half of the actual recovered value. In the following
these values are referred as the significant measurements i.e. successful retrievals of the
intrinsic polarization degree (and angle; see below).
The distribution of polarization degrees is peaked close to ∼ 20%. Since it is strongly
affected by systematic effects with uncertainties ranging from 10% to 50% (see section
3.3.1), it does not show the shape of a Gaussian.
The polarization degree follows a Gaussian distribution if it had a single preferred value
around which the realized and/or observed values then scatter. This is not the case for the
data set presented here. Having a Gaussian distribution presents that all degrees up to
the largest expected values for synchrotron emission are recognized by the responsible
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Figure 3.8: Top: Ks-band polarization degrees of Sgr A* distribution of our data set taking
into account the significant data points (based on Table 3.3). Bottom: The relative uncer-
tainties of the polarization degrees distribution. Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015), repro-
duced with permission ©ESO.
emission process. As discussed later the reason is an underlying well-defined range of
polarization degrees and limitations in the calculating process for weak flare flux densities.
The distribution of significant Ks-band polarization angles of Sgr A* and their uncer-
tainties is shown in Fig. 3.9 as determined for the corresponding flare flux densities fol-
lowing the statistical analysis shown in Section 3.3.1. The corresponding uncertainties in
the recovered polarization angle for table entries with significant polarization degrees are
below ±20o i.e. below about 1/3 of a radian. The distribution of polarization angles peaks
at 13o . The preferred polarization angle obtained from the distribution is 13o ±15o and the
overall width of the distribution is on the order of 30o . Figure .1 presents the distribution
of polarization angle and degree for the entire data set.
Since the uncertainty of ∆φ=15o in polarization angle is reflected in the width of the
distribution of uncertainties derived from our simulations Fig. 3.8 (bottom), the data
shown on the top parts of Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 are consistent. This indicates that the un-
certainty in angle is dominated by the measurement error, and the physical variabilities
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Figure 3.9: Top: The significant Ks-band polarization angles of Sgr A* distribution. The red
line displays the fitted Gaussian. Bottom: Shows the absolute errors of the polarization an-
gles distribution. Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015), reproduced with permission ©ESO.
of the angle is probably much smaller. The combined uncertainty of recording the data
and retrieving the polarization information out of it is the measurement error. Figure 3.9,
bottom shows that an upper limit for the uncertainties in polarization angles is ∆φ=20o .
This value ∆φ indicates a corresponding expected relative uncertainty of the polarization
degree of about ∆pp ∼tan(15o)=0.36 (i.e. 36%, see Fig. 3.10 for description). This is similar
to the approximate center value of 0.3 (i.e. 30%) found for the slightly skewed distribu-
tion of relative uncertainties of the polarization degree (Fig. 3.8, bottom) for the entire set
of significant data as obtained from the simulations. Since the uncertainty in angle only
accounts for the lower portion of the distribution of relative uncertainties in polarization
degree, this shows that intrinsic fluctuations of that quantity dominate the polarization
degree. The intrinsic variability of the relative 2 µm NIR polarization degree for Sgr A*
is on the order of about 30%, under the assumption that the measurement and intrinsic
uncertainty add quadratically.
I showed for all data with significant polarization degrees the average elevation of
Sgr A* in the sky for each polarization measurement (Fig. 3.11, top) and the average of
flux densities versus the polarization angles binned in 15o intervals (Fig. 3.11, bottom),
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∆pp−
∆p/2
φ∆
p
Figure 3.10: Illustration of ∆p ∼ p tan(∆φ) between the mean uncertainty of the polariza-
tion angle ∆φ and the polarization degree ∆p. The sky-projected of polarization degree p
and polarization angle φ are presented here. Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015), repro-
duced with permission ©ESO.
in order to analyze if the distribution of polarization angles of Sgr A* is affected by the
strength of the flare and the position of this source in the sky. Figure .2 shows the corre-
sponding plots for all data. A significant correction due to instrumental polarization needs
to be applied in the region located at about ±0.5 hours with respect to the meridian (see
Fig. 9 in Witzel et al., 2011). It is related to an elevation of higher than about 80o . Most of
the measurements were done at elevations below 75o based on the distribution of data in
Fig. 3.11 (top), thus the correction for instrumental polarization is very small. For polar-
ization angles close to the preferred angle of 13o the corresponding mean flux density is
within about 1σ from the mean flux density values of all 15o intervals (see the distribution
of data in Fig. 3.11 (bottom). Therefore, the flux density values that are related to polar-
ization angles around the preferred value are not exceptionally high or low. In summary, it
can be excluded that the preferred polarization angle of about 13o is related to flux density
excursions of particular brightness or to a particular location in the sky and instrumental
orientation. Hence, I come to conclusion that the preferred polarization angle is a source
intrinsic property.
The variable polarization of Sgr A* is source intrinsic, except for measuring effect. The
stable foreground polarization in the central arcsecond is only on the order of 5% at 27 de-
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Figure 3.11: Top: The relation between elevation of Sgr A* and polarization angle; Bottom:
The relation between total flux density and polarization angle; The bin width in polariza-
tion angle is 15o . The black dots show the values for individual measurements. The mean
values per bin are shown as red dots with error bars. Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015),
reproduced with permission ©ESO.
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Figure 3.12: The polarized flux density’s histogram for all significant data. Note that the logarithmic
scale is used. The thick black dashed line displays the position in which the power-law starts to fit to
the histogram. Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015), reproduced with permission ©ESO.
grees (Witzel et al., 2011) which agrees well with the value obtained for the over all central
stellar cluster of 4% at 25 degrees (Knacke and Capps, 1977). With the exception for in-
dividual dusty sources, these values show slow variations as a function of position due to
the combination of foreground and the overall distribution of gas and dust in that region
(Buchholz et al., 2013, 2011). The polarization degree during flares of Sgr A* is variable
to a degree and much stronger than that of the background that shows it is clearly source
intrinsic.
3.3.3 Analysis of the polarized flux density distribution
The histogram of polarized flux density distribution of Sgr A* in its linear form (Fig. .3, left)
and double logarithmic representation (see Fig. .3, right) is produced for the entire data
and for the fraction of the data which is significant, based on our simulation, showed in
Fig. 3.12. The distribution is normalized by the bin size and the total number of points. In
order to better display the distribution of values the logarithmic histogram is used. In the
following to formally describe and physically explain the measured polarized flux density
distribution shown in Fig. 3.12 two different approaches are presented.
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3.3.3.1 Best fits of the polarized flux density distribution and the goodness of fit
I determine the best fits to the data by using the maximum-likelihood method (see Section
.2) which is maximizing the likelihood or log-likelihood functions.
L(θ)=
N∏
i=1
P (Xi ,θ) , (3.8)
l (θ)=
N∑
i=1
lnP (Xi ,θ) , (3.9)
L(θ) and l (θ) are the likelihood and the log-likelihood function, respectively. P (Xi ,θ) is the
probability density function (PDF) for our data set Xi = fp,1, .., fp,N , where fp stands for
the polarized flux density, and θ for a vector of free parameters. I consider the significant
polarized flux density values according to our simulation and obtain the best fit parame-
ters, θˆ, by maximizing l (θ). Our data set of N = 1019 is fitted for three different models with
distinct free parameters (see Table 3.5). I apply different theoretical PDFs to check which
one is better describing our data:
Pl og n( fp )=
1
fp ×
p
2piσ
exp
[
− (ln fp −µ)
2
2σ2
]
, (3.10)
Ppl aw ( fp )=
{
0 if fp ≤ fp0 + fp,mi n
α−1
fp,mi n
.
(
fp− fp0
fp,mi n
)−α
if fp > fp0 + fp,mi n ,
(3.11)
Ps. f ( fp )=
{
nPl og n( fp ) if fp ≤ fp0 + fp,mi n
Ppl aw ( fp ) if fp > fp0 + fp,mi n ,
(3.12)
Pl og n( fp ), Ppl aw ( fp ) and Ps. f ( fp ) show lognormal, power-law, and step function PDFs re-
spectively. α is the power-law slope and fp,mi n represents the lowest value to which the
distribution of the data follows a power-law. fp0 is a polarized flux density offset due to the
remained faint stellar contamination. (α−1) f α−1p,mi n is the normalization factor that makes
the power-law normalizable. In the case of the power-law model, the maximum likelihood
estimator (MLE) for the parameter α is obtained by setting ∂l/∂α= 0.
αˆMLE = 1+n
[ N∑
i=1
ln
fp,i
fp,mi n
]−1
, (3.13)
where fp,i , i=1,..,n, are the observed values of fp such that fp,i ≥ fp,mi n+ fp0 . For acquiring
fp0 and fp,mi n estimators, I choose fp0 and fp,mi n in a way that the probability distribu-
tion of the measured data and the power-law model with α as the maximum likelihood
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estimator, become as similar as possible (Clauset et al., 2007). The similarity can be cal-
culated through Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test (Press et al., 1992). The KS statistics (D)
measures the difference between the model and data by calculating the maximum differ-
ence between the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the observed data and the
model:
D = max
fp≥ fp,mi n+ fp0
|Cm( fp )−Co( fp )| . (3.14)
Co( fp ) is the CDF for the data with observed values above fp,mi n , and Cm( fp ) is the CDF
for the best fit power-law model and is calculated as bellow:
Cm( fp )=
fp∫
fp0+ fp,mi n
Ppl aw ( fp )d fp =
 1 if fp ≤ fp0 + fp,mi n−( fp− fp0fp,mi n )1−α if fp > fp0 + fp,mi n . (3.15)
The fp0 and fp,mi n estimators are determined by minimizing D. After estimating the MLE
for each model and obtaining the fit parameters, I check which one of the models can
describe the data best. There are many ways to do this test, the one that I use here is the
reduced chi-square test. Table 3.5 and Fig. 3.13 show the best fit results and comparison
between the data and different best fit models. The errors are determined by using the
bootstrap method (Wall and Jenkins, 2012) (see Sec. .3).
In order to include the uncertainty of the photometry in investigating the measured polar-
ized flux distribution, I convolved the power-law distribution with a Gaussian distribution
with a sigma of the observational error:
Ppl aw+er r or ( fp )=
∫
Ppl aw ( f
′
p )
1p
2piσ
exp
[
−
( fp − f ′p )2
2σ2
]
d f ′p (3.16)
where Ppl aw ( f
′
p ) is the intrinsic polarized flux density distribution without observational
errors. σ is constant about 0.25 mJy for our data sample up to 10 mJy (see Fig. 3.3). For
higher polarized flux densities, the histogram becomes incomplete and the statistical er-
rors have less effect compared to the time correlation bias (Witzel et al., 2012). By convolv-
ing the power-law and considering the errors slope of it changes a little and χ2/do f for the
best fit changes from 1.13 to 0.68. Based on Table 3.5, the power-law (Eq. 3.11) is the best
fit to our distribution.
3.3.3.2 The polarized flux density distribution for bright flare fluxes
I present the histogram of polarized flux density in Fig. 3.12. Our simulations have shown
that the polarization degree can be recovered with a small uncertainty only for bright flare
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Figure 3.13: Left: The distribution of the polarized flux density. Different colors indicate
fitted PDFs to the distribution. Red shows lognormal (Eq. 3.10), blue displays powerlaw
(Eq. 3.11), and yellow shows the step function (Eq. 3.12). Right: Same as left but in the
log-log space. Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015), reproduced with permission ©ESO.
Table 3.5: The parameters obtained from the best fit to the polarized flux density distribu-
tion. Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015), reproduced with permission ©ESO.
model α fp,mi n fp0 µ σ χ
2/do f
plaw 4± 0.14 0.5±0.27 0.02 - - 1.13
logn - - - -0.45± 0.14 0.63± 0.1 0.19
s.f: logn+plaw 4±0.09 0.5±0.13 0.02 -0.45±0.01 0.63±0.03 1.16
fluxes. Therefore, the properties of the polarized flux density (i.e. the product of the po-
larization degree and the total flux density) distribution can be obtained best for high po-
larized flare flux densities. I show a power-law fit to the data at high flux densities as a
dot-dashed blue line. The slope α is fitted to a value of 4.00±0.15 for high flare flux den-
sities, which is very close to the value of 4.21±0.05 measured for the total flux densities by
Witzel et al. (2012) (see Fig. 3.14). The simulations predicted behavior (see Fig. 3.5 and
Table 3.3).
Recovering this exponent for the polarized flare flux density distribution shows that
the intrinsic polarization degree has not been strongly variable over the time interval from
2004 to 2012 and is centered around a fixed excepted value (see section 3.3.1).
3.3.3.3 A heuristic analytic explanation of the polarized flux density distribution
The behavior of the entire sample of flares with significant polarized fluxes and polariza-
tion degrees is predicted by the simulations (see Figs. 3.5− 3.7, and Tables 3.3 and 3.4
in section 3.3.1). I present here the heuristic model which is helpful for understanding
the fact that the relative frequency density of measured polarized flux densities is much
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broader in comparison to the relative frequency density of total flux density measure-
ments as presented by Witzel et al. (2012) which was found to be consistent with a single-
state emission process.
In the following D(FK ,pol ) is called the relative frequency density of measured polar-
ized flux densities as shown in Fig. 3.12. It can be compared to the distribution shown for
the total fluxes for a large sample of light curves by Witzel et al. (2012) (see Fig. 3 therein)
though the polarized flares have the limited number. I now consider that total flux density
distribution has a similar shape for each randomly picked subset of Ks-band flux densi-
ties, and for all flux densities all polarization degrees are possible. This assumption will be
commented later since is not fully justified. First, values belonging to total flux densities
SK are picked that can be attributed to a polarization degree bin pi of width δp from pi
-δp/2 to pi +δp/2 and the polarized flux densities would be FK ·pi . I measure the weights
wi (pi ) for individual polarization states from the distribution shown in Fig. 3.8 (top). I
express the polarized flux density distribution D(FK ,pol ) as a product distribution that is a
probability distribution constructed as the distribution of the product of (assumed to be)
independent random variables D(FK ) and pi that have known distributions.
The corresponding polarized flux density distribution D(FK ,poli ) by using the weights
wi (pi ) for each polarization state can be written as
D(FK ,poli )=wi (pi ) ·D(FK ·pi ) . (3.17)
Figure 3.14: Histogram of flux density of Sgr A* obtained from Witzel et al. (2012). The best
power-law fit is presented with the blue line and cyan line shows the power law convolved
with a Gaussian distribution with 0.32 mJy sigma. Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015),
reproduced with permission ©ESO.
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Figure 3.15: Calculated, from the light curves, relative number frequency of polarized flux
density (Fig.3.12) and from our heuristic modeling (straight red). The contributions from
flux densities with polarization degrees of ≤30% (blue), ≥60% (black) and in between (ma-
genta) is shown in dashed curves. Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015), reproduced with
permission ©ESO.
The polarized flux density distribution D(FK ,pol ) can then be considered as a product dis-
tribution by summing over all N bins containing all polarization degrees pi :
D(FK ,pol )=
N∑
i=1
D(FK ,poli )=
N∑
i=1
wi ·D(FK ·pi ) . (3.18)
The result of this modeling approach is shown in Fig. 3.15. In this figure the measured (as
in Fig. 3.12) and modeled relative number frequency of polarized flux density are plotted
and the combined contribution from different polarization states are shown. Due to the
deficiency of bright flares with high polarization states the steep drops towards higher po-
larized flux densities. Undersampling of the brightest flares affects also this region. Our
primary assumption that for all flux densities all polarization degrees are possible is not
fulfilled in this region. Measured polarization degrees below 30% for flux densities above
5 mJy. Therefore, in this domain the number of flare events with high polarized flux densi-
ties is overestimated. Except this lack, however, the measured data is closely described by
the model which implies that the broader distribution as formally analyzed in section 3.3.3
can indeed be described by combination of an intrinsic relative frequency total flux den-
sity histogram applied to the individual polarization states.
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3.3.4 Relation between total flux density and polarization degree
I plot the Ks-band polarization degrees versus total flux densities in Fig. 3.16 (top) consid-
ering all the observed total flux densities for different epochs and their calculated polariza-
tion degrees. In this figure the data that result in significant measurements of polarization
degrees are considered i.e. the data that correspond to positions shown in non-boldface in
Table 3.3 are excluded. Fig. .4 shows the same plot for the entire data set. There is a clear
trend in both plots that lower polarization degrees have higher flux densities for which the
simulations show that the polarization data can be recovered very well, and polarization
degrees are higher for lower total flux densities.
In order to analyze if this trend is due to small-number statistics, I perform a boot-
strap test. I fit a line to the significant data points (see bold face positions in Table 3.3)
by minimizing the least square and find a slope of -21.7±1.25%(log10(F/[mJy]))−1 and an
intercept on the polarization degree axis of 34.3±0.74%. The uncertainties are obtained by
bootstrap method (see Sect. .3) for 104 times (Wall and Jenkins, 2012). I find the Pearson’s
correlation coefficient value, which measures how linearly dependent the parameters are,
to be -0.43 for the anti-correlated data. The correlation coefficient for the original data
could have been obtained by chance. Therefore, for measuring the strength of its value
and its significance, I shuffle the data 104 times and calculate the correlation coefficient
each time for the resulted uncorrelated data sets. Then, I calculate the mean and standard
deviation (σ) for the distribution of correlation coefficient values and check if the proba-
bility of the correlation coefficient of the original data was by chance or not. With a mean
value of -10−5 the correlation coefficient distribution is almost zero and the standard de-
viation is 0.042. Therefore, I find that the Pearson’s correlation coefficient for this data has
a ∼10σ offset from the mean value of 0.0 that one finds for uncorrelated data sets. The
resulting correlation is represented by the dashed line in Fig.3.16 (top).
The boundary condition of detecting significant polarized flux density indicates that
the lower left, approximately triangular, region of any flux-polarization plot remains
empty. The detection limit is on the order of 0.3 mJy for polarized flux density. In the
systematic offset of 5% in the diagram the systematic uncertainty in the degree of polariza-
tion of about 5% is reflected. The polarization degrees measured at low total flux densities
show a much asymmetric, stronger, scatter than those obtained at higher total flux densi-
ties as I have shown in Table 3.3. This is the reason why the extension of the point cloud
toward high values of p decreases with increasing total flux density. Therefore, the asym-
metrically distributed uncertainties that dominate the measurements at low flux density
levels most likely cause the apparent correlation.
The results of the simulation already imply the apparent correlation (see Figs. 3.5, 3.6
and Table 3.3). For intrinsic polarization degrees and total flux densities an apparent neg-
ative correlation between polarization degree and total flux density is shown in Table 3.3
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Figure 3.16: Top: The correlation between total flux density and polarization degree only
for the significant data (based on Table 3.3). The best fitted linear line is shown in dashed
line. Bottom: The correlation between total flux density and polarization angle just for the
significant data. Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015), reproduced with permission ©ESO.
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which also encloses the dashed line shown in Fig. 3.16 (top). Furthermore, I present for
all the data with significant polarization degrees the angle as a function of total flux den-
sity. As it is shown in this figure, there is no correlation between total flux density and
polarization angle. The same plot for the whole data set is presented in Fig. .4.
3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Mechanisms that contribute to the polarization
Polarimetric observations can help to discriminate between source geometry and differ-
ent radiation mechanisms. In case of active galactic nuclei, polarization over the range
of spectral bands has been frequently used to constrain the magnetic field in their accre-
tion disks (Silant’ev et al., 2009) or to determine the structure of scattering regions (see e.g.
Goosmann and Gaskell, 2007). We can use preferred direction of polarization to suppress
or support the interpretation in terms of the synchrotron mechanism, which is thought to
produce a particularly high polarization degree. Scattering off material close to the axis of
symmetry or (as in the case of synchrotron emission) the intrinsic emission mechanism
can produce polarization perpendicular to the axis. Optical and UV observations are often
discussed in this context, however, these are not particularly useful for Sgr A* and therefore
the study of the infrared polarization properties is important.
The strong polarization and rapid variability indicate that the emission from Sgr A* is
dominated by synchrotron emission. The linear polarization degree and angle are linked
to the magnetic field structure and source geometry. Therefore the polarization measure-
ment can be used to evaluate the importance of various emission mechanisms. In case of
Sgr A* the situation is complex, since neither is it clear if it has a permanent accretion disk
nor is it clear if it has a permanent jet.
These phenomena can happen as transients and come along with properties for the
expected polarization degree and angle of the possible mechanisms. The extraction of
energy from a Kerr black hole can be permitted by the Blandford-Znajek process (Bland-
ford and Znajek, 1977). It causes a strong poloidal field, but needs an accretion disk to
be present. Based on model calculations accretion disks may be dominated by ordered
toroidal magnetic fields where the ~E-vector of the polarized radiation may be perpendic-
ular to the equatorial plane (Broderick and Loeb, 2006; Falcke and Markoff, 2000; Gold-
ston et al., 2005). However, in these systems magnetic field configurations can also be very
turbulent (Shakura and Sunyaev, 1973; Balbus and Hawley, 1991). Field structure of hot
spots within the disk is mostly vertical poloidal field structure (Eckart et al., 2006c) and
the spots may be coupled with reconnection events from magnetically affected accretion
disks (Dexter et al., 2014). The polarization vector in jet components can be perpendicular
or parallel to the jet direction (Pollack et al., 2003; Gabuzda et al., 2000). It should be also
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mentioned in this context that Antonucci (1982) found that radio galaxies frequently show
a similar parallel alignment of the polarization and radio axis, but there is also a subclass
presenting a perpendicular direction.
However, characteristic polarization pattern can also be disturbed by some mecha-
nisms. The polarization angle can be dependent on projection effects (e.g. in the case of
an inclined toroidal field) and can also be rotated in the strong gravitational field of the
super-massive black hole if the line of sight to the radiating region passes close to it. As
a result of this lensing effect depolarization may occur especially if complete or partial
Einstein rings are formed. A complex source structure may also lead to depolarization.
The polarization angles vary across the source and average out in larger beams in both
cases. Strong depolarization due to Thompson scattering or Faraday effect at NIR wave-
lengths can be neglected. In future obtaining structural information at a higher angular
resolution is necessary to combine the information on polarization and source structure
to get definitive conclusions on the importance of various mechanisms. As a consequence
of the situation described above and with the current angular resolution one may expect
that - within some uncertainties - the polarization angle of the emerging emission is either
perpendicular or parallel to the emitting source structure.
3.4.2 Variable polarized flux density
I obtain for the whole data variations in flare flux density of >15mJy and a large variation
in polarization degree of - in part - larger than 50%.
However, given the measured flux density (and its error) in orthogonal polarized chan-
nels simulations of the resulting observed polarization parameters show that, at low flux
densities a significant part of the variation in polarization degree is the result of measure-
ment uncertainties. The uncertainty in recovering the intrinsic degree of polarization for
flux density levels above 5 mJy is only on the order of 5% based on the simulations pre-
sented in Section 3.3.1. At this flux density level, this value is noticeably smaller than the
measured variation in degree of polarization at high flux densities of up to 30%. This shows
an intrinsic variation of the polarization state of Sgr A* during flare activities.
The defined range of polarization of 10-30% is lower than the maximum polarization
degree of about 70% that can be measured for synchrotron radiation in tangled magnetic
fields or a broad distribution of electron pitch angles with respect to the field lines (Moffet,
1975; Ginzburg and Syrovatskii, 1965). Since the polarization is spatially variable across
the source and averaged in the observers beam the high values of polarization degree are
rarely observed. Therefore, I can conclude that depolarization caused by a complex source
structure is at work.
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The power-law slope of ∼4 of the number density of the polarized flux density for high
flux densities is very close to the slope in number density distribution of the total flux
densities obtained by Witzel et al. (2012). This clearly shows that there is a preferred value
or range of intrinsic polarization degrees.
Obtaining this slope was unpredictable since it is coupled to the previously unknown
fact that the range of polarization degrees is limited to a small and well defined interval.
The slope of the power-law flux density distribution implies a nonlinear statistical variabil-
ity behavior of Sgr A* as presented in Witzel et al. (2012). This behavior is characterized by
a linear rms-flux relation for the flux density range up to 12 mJy on a timescale of 24 min-
utes and a dominant timescale in that variability at about 150 minutes (Meyer et al., 2009).
The slope in the number density of the polarized flux density would have been affected
if the variation of the range of polarization degrees was not small over the past years
(2004-2012). Together with the result from comparing the distributions of polarization
degrees and their relative uncertainties this is a clear evidence of intrinsic variability in
the polarization degree. In agreement with this, in section 3.3.2 I derived for the entire set
of significant polarization degrees its intrinsic relative variability must be on the order of
30%.
Therefore, the distribution of polarized flux density as described formally in Sec-
tion 3.3.3 can be considered as being consisted of the contributions of populations of flare
events with variable flux densities and intrinsic polarization degrees that change over a
narrow range between about 10% and 30% but a nearly constant polarization angle. A well
defined preferred polarization angle and a preferred range in polarization degree during a
time interval of 8 years (2004-2012) strengthen the assumption of a rather stable geometry
for the Sgr A* system, i.e. a rather stable jet/wind and/or disk orientation.
Moreover, a comparison of the simulations presented in section 3.3.1 to the observed
data indicates that the observed anti-correlation between total flux density and polariza-
tion degree is most likely dominated by an observational effect as a result of asymmetri-
cally distributed uncertainties in resolving of the polarization degree for small flare flux
densities (near our acceptance flux density and below). As a result, it is impossible to re-
alize whether the polarization state of Sgr A* is intrinsically varying at flux densities below
2 mJy, with the current instrumentation. The brighter flux density flares are systemat-
ically less polarized than the lower flux densities based on the observed apparent anti-
correlation between polarization degree and total flux density. Based on the results of
Zamaninasab et al. (2010) such a behavior may be expected that the polarized flares com-
pared to the randomly polarized red noise show a signature of emitting matter orbiting
around the central black hole. A bright geometrically depolarized emission during a flare
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Table 3.6: Comparing the polarization estimations of Sgr A* determined in this chapter
with the reported values in the literature. Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015), reproduced
with permission ©ESO.
obs.date degree angle degree angle degree angle
Eckart+04 Zamaninasab+10 This work
13 June 2004 ∼20% −20◦-+70◦ ∼20% −20◦-+70◦ 10%-30% −60◦-+40◦
30 July 2005 12%-25% 40◦-+80◦ 12%-25% ∼40◦ 5%-20% 10◦-+100◦
15 May 2007 - 20%±20% −50◦-+50◦ 5%-20% −50◦-+20◦
17 May 2007 - 20%±10% −30◦-+20◦ 5%-20% −50◦-+50◦
event is caused due to the formation of partial Einstein rings and mild relativistic boost-
ing during the approach of an emitting source component. In other publications (see e.g.
Eckart et al., 2006b; Meyer et al., 2006b; Trippe et al., 2007), polarization modifications
caused by decreasing or increasing the flux densities have been presented.
A comparison of polarization degree and angle between this work and former NIR po-
larization studies of Sgr A* is shown in Table 3.6. It ensures that the results presented in
this work are consistent with those of previous publications despite of different methods
of obtaining the polarization information. The agreement is satisfactory as shown in Fig.
3.16 and expected from the findings in Section 3.3.3.3, despite the strong source variability
and different ways of deriving the observables (see Witzel et al., 2011, for details).
3.4.3 The preferred polarization angle
I present that the polarized flux density distribution is coupled to the total flux density
distribution obtained by Witzel et al. (2012) and there is a preferred polarization angle
of 13o ±15o (see Fig. 3.17). It is shown by the simulations presented in Section 3.3.1
that even at high flux density levels (e.g. ≥ 5 mJy) the uncertainty in the polarization
angle is dominated by the statistical uncertainty (10o to 15o) in recovering a value that is
considered to be constant. Therefore, it can be concluded that the intrinsic variation of
the polarization angle is smaller than the currently obtained variability and probably on
the order of 10o .
However, It can be now said in the discussion in section 3.4.2: In general the variations
are smaller if corrected for obtained uncertainties. From Fig. 3.16 (bottom) which shows
the relation of polarization angle and flux density and the uncertainties expected for the
angle, I find that there are variations of the polarization angle in the range of 30o to 100o ,
for flare fluxes higher than 6mJy (about 13 % of the time; see Fig. 3 in Witzel et al. (2012)),
while the uncertainties are less than about 10o (see Tables 3.3 and 3.4). Therefore, there
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Figure 3.17: Direction of intrinsic polarization angle of Sgr A* in the Galactic Center. The
range in which the NIR polarization angle varies are shown in cyan lines. The radio to
X-ray domain imaging and spectroscopy observations are presented, the dark blue arrows
shpw a) the direction of wind responsible for the formation of the mini-cavity and b) a jet
perpendicular to it. Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015), reproduced with permission ©ESO.
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is a combined behavior with a preferred polarization angle of about 13o at which the flare
flux densities are above 2 mJy for about 30% of the observing time and clear excursions
that cover a much larger range than expected from observational/statistical uncertainties,
that certainly shows the source intrinsic nature of the measured polarization of Sgr A*.
The preferred NIR polarization angle may also be linked to the orientation of the
Sgr A* system and to polarization properties in the radio cm- to mm-domain. The linear
polarization of Sgr A* in the radio cm-regime is very small, however, the source has a
fractional circular polarization of around 0.4% (Bower et al., 1999a,b). Towards short
mm-domain the circular polarization decreases (Bower et al., 2003), where Macquart
et al. (2006) report in the mm-wavelength a small percent of variable linear polarization
from Sgr A*. The degree and angle of polarization in the sub-mm are likely linked to the
general orientation of the source or the magnetic field structure. One may expect a link
between the preferred NIR polarization angle and the NIR/radio structure of Sgr A*, as
in particular the NIR flare emission very likely comes from optically thin synchrotron
radiation (Eckart et al., 2012a). Interstelar scattering is small at millimeter domain and
allows insight to the intrinsic source structure of Sgr A*. An intrinsic major axis position
angle of the structure of 95o ±10o (3 σ) is reported (Bower et al., 2014). This angle of
the radio structure is orthogonal to the preferred infrared polarization angle within the
uncertainties. It is currently uncertain how the intrinsic polarization angle of Sgr A* can
be related to external structures.
Eckart et al. (2006b,a) report an elongated NIR feature, an elongated X-ray feature (see
also Morris et al., 2004) and a more extended elongated structure called LF, XF, and EF
in Figure 9 by Eckart et al. (2006b), in a range of position angles between 120o and 130o .
These features may be linked with a jet phenomenon. In this case the preferred NIR polar-
ization angle may be associated with the jet components at the foot point or close to the
jet as for jet components the polarization may be perpendicular or along the jet direction.
It is also likely that the NIR emission originates in hot spots on an accretion disk in
which the E-vector is mostly perpendicular to the equatorial plane like a sunspot geom-
etry. Yuan et al. (2009) present such a magneto-hydrodynamical model for the formation
of episodic fast outflow. A jet or wind perpendicular to the intrinsic radio structure of the
disk along the position angle of the NIR polarization, may be derived by acceleration of
coronal plasma due to reconnection. At a position angle of about 193o (i.e. 13o+180o), the
mini-cavity (presented as a dashed line in Fig. 3.17) that may be due to the interaction of
a nuclear wind from Sgr A* is located. Additional observational support for the presence
of a fast wind from Sgr A* under that position angle is the cometary tails of sources X3 and
X7 reported by Mužic´ et al. (2010). I will conclude and summarize the main results of the
NIR polarimetry of Sgr A* in Chapter 5.
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NEAR INFRARED POLARIZED OBSERVATIONS OF THE
DUSTY S-CLUSTER OBJECT (DSO/G2) AT THE
GALACTIC CENTER
4.1 Introduction
The main goal of Galactic Center observations has been set on studying an infrared (IR)
excess source since 2012, which was detected by Gillessen et al. (2012) as a fast moving
object approaching the position of the central super-massive black hole (SMBH) of our
Galaxy, Sagittarius A* (see Fig. 4.1). It has been interpreted as a combination of core-less
gas cloud and dust called G2 (Gillessen et al., 2012, 2013; Pfuhl et al., 2015) and also Dusty
S-cluster Object, shortly DSO (Eckart et al., 2013). This source passed its closest approach
to the SMBH in May 2014 and moves on a highly eccentric orbit. Given its eccentricity, it
has been suspected that it can produce extraordinary accretion events on to the galaxy’s
central black hole (e.g. Shcherbakov, 2014; Abarca et al., 2014; Scoville and Burkert, 2013;
Sa¸dowski et al., 2013).
If DSO/G2 is a pure gas cloud of a few Earth masses (Gillessen et al., 2012) it should
have been formed recently (1990-2000) therefore it should have been observed during the
total time of its existence. As a result, the pure gas scenario seems unlikely and several
authors have introduced scenarios suggesting the presence of a central star for this source
(e.g. Murray-Clay and Loeb, 2012; Eckart et al., 2013; Scoville and Burkert, 2013; Ballone
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Figure 4.1: The GC central arcsecond which is centered on the G2/DSO (marked by the yellow
arrows) after deconvolution in L-band images. The position of Sgr A* is displayed by the
white cross. North is up and East is left. Image credit: Gillessen et al. (2012).
et al., 2013; Phifer et al., 2013; Zajacˇek et al., 2014; Witzel et al., 2014; Valencia-S. et al.,
2015). Considering the stellar nature, DSO/G2 did not need a recent formation and will
not be disrupted when reaching its closest point to the SMBH. One possibility is that it
was formed in the stellar cluster - possibly within the disk of young stars at a distance
of few arcesconds from the Galactic Center. After forming there it may have moved on its
current remarkably eccentric orbit by gravitational interaction with massive stars (Murray-
Clay and Loeb, 2012; Scoville and Burkert, 2013). Using hydrodynamical simulations, Jalali
et al. (2014) showed that young stars could form within small molecular clumps very close
to SMBHs on eccentric orbits around the black hole. They showed that for such orbital
configurations, the orbital (geometrical) compression and gravitational potential of the
SMBH increase the density of cold gas clumps to reach the suitable threshold values for
star formation.
The idea of the compactness of DSO/G2 is supported by the L-band observations of
this source close to the peribothron, which means the source cannot follow a pure gas
model (Ghez et al., 2014; Witzel et al., 2014). Eckart et al. (2013) revealed the first Ks-band
identification of DSO/G2 from the VLT continuum imaging data with the magnitude of
∼18.9. They used the M-band measurement by Gillessen et al. (2012) to get the spectral
decomposition of this source that leads to an upper limit of ∼ 30 L¯ on its luminosity. The
H , Ks, and L-band continuum measurements can be linked either by an unusually warm
dust component at a temperature of 550-650 K or a stellar source enshrouded in the dust
at a temperature of ∼ 450 K (see Fig. 4.2). The H - Ks > 2.3 color limit strengthens the
scenario that the DSO/G2 is a dust-enshrouded star rather than a core-less cloud of gas
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Figure 4.2: The decomposition of DSO spectrum. The points represent the L-, Ks, and H-
band magnitudes estimated by Eckart et al. (2013) and the M-band estimation by Gillessen
et al. (2012). A warm dust with temperatures of 550 K and 650 K can explain the measure-
ments (red and blue dashed curves). Different stellar types (solid blue, red, and magenta
lines) embedded in the 450 K dust shell (solid brown line) can create the black line that fits
all the measurements in different NIR bands. Image credit: Eckart et al. (2013).
and dust (Eckart et al., 2013). I will refer to this source as DSO in the henceforth.
The mass of this object is less than the typical mass of S-cluster stars (20M¯) but
more than what was presumed for a pure gas source. Valencia-S. et al. (2015) report NIR
observations of the DSO during its approach to the SMBH at the Galactic Center from
February to September 2014, that were carried out with SINFONI at the ESO Very Large
Telescope (VLT). They detect spatially compact Brγ line emission from this source before
and after its peribothron passage (see Fig. 4.3) and also an increase in Brγ line width
which can show that the DSO is a young accreting star with a dust shell. The orbital
parameters of this object were obtained using the observational data. Comparable to
the previous estimates (e.g. Meyer et al., 2014b), Valencia-S. et al. (2015) estimate an
ellipticity e = 0.976 and a peribothron distance of about 163±16 AU with a half-axis length
of about 33 mpc. When the DSO reaches the peribothron, velocity dispersion increases
in the accretion flow toward the central star as a result of tidal stretching and disruption
of the envelope (Eckart et al., 2013; Zajacˇek et al., 2014). Witzel et al. (2014) shows that
the L-band emission of the DSO compared to its Brγ emission obtained by Pfuhl et al.
(2015) is more compact. This presents that the L-band emission comes from an optically
thick dust envelope around a central star while the Brγ emission originates from the hot
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Figure 4.3: Bottom: the pre-pericenter redshifted Brγ emission as a single peak in the NIR
spectrum.; Top: the post-pericenter blueshifted emission of Brγ emission as a single peak in
the NIR spectrum. Image credit: Valencia-S. et al. (2015).
gas, which is externally heated by ionized photons of the stars close to the DSO. However,
Valencia-S. et al. (2015) do not detect significantly tidally stretched and extended Brγ
emission.
The DSO is not the only infrared excess source in the S-cluster of the GC, see Fig. 4.4
that presents more dusty sources in this region (Eckart et al., 2013; Meyer et al., 2014b).
These sources might be dust enshrouded pre-main sequence stars that if they move
through the medium with a supersonic speed, bow shock structures can be created. One
of these bow shocks shown in the figure is the X7 source (Mužic´ et al., 2010).
Imaging polarimetry is a strong technique for analyzing dusty regions such as core-
less dusty objects and/or circumstellar dusty environments. The analysis of polarization
allows us to estimate the dust properties and the object geometries quantitatively. Intrin-
sic polarization of stars can be produced only if the system is not symmetric. When the
radiation field of the star is not spherical due to a geometric distortion, e.g. when the star
develops a bow shock, or if its photosphere surface brightness is not uniform, i.e. influ-
enced by the presence of bright spots, the asymmetry can occur. Therefore, supplemen-
tary to considering the line emissions and continuum from the DSO, analyzing the light’s
polarization can be very helpful in determining the properties and nature of this source.
The DSO polarization should be only dependent on the local magnetic field if the object
is just a dust blob and the dust grains orientation is influenced by the magnetic field. On
the other hand, if the object is a low-luminosity bow shock, the polarization is obtained by
the bow-shock morphology. If the medium is homogeneous, the E-vectors are predicted
to be perpendicular to the direction of motion. If the DSO’s dust shell is a disk, then the
measured polarization depends on the disk inclination.
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Figure 4.4: The GC central arcseconds and its Infrared excess sources positions obtained
from Ks- and L-band observations, reported by Eckart et al. (2013) in white color with the
exception of Sgr A* and by Meyer et al. (2014b) in green color. Image credit: Eckart et al.
(2015)
In this chapter I analyze the NIR polarimetric imaging data taken with NACO at the
ESO VLT using its Wollaston prism to analyze the polarization properties of the DSO. In
Section 4.2, I begin with the description about the observations details, then explain the
data reduction and finding the position of the DSO in the images. In Section 4.3, I discuss
the results of the applied flux density calibration method: lightcurves, polarimetry mea-
surements, and their statistical analysis. I summarize and discuss the implications of my
results in Section 4.4.
4.2 Observations and data reduction
The NIR observations have been carried out at the ESO VLT on Paranal, Chile. The data
were obtained using NACO, its Wollaston prism, and the half-wave retarder plate. The AO
loop was locked on IRS7 located∼ 5.5′′ north from Sgr A*, using the NIR wavefront sensor.
We collected all Ks-band data of the GC taken with the S13 camera in 13 mas pixel scale
polarimetry mode from 2004 to 2012. I used the reduced data sets as presented in Table
3.1 of Sect. 3.2 of the previous chapter.
The PSF varies during the observations because of the weather condition changes.
Therefore, based on the PSF obtained from the stars in the field of view at the observing
time, the quality of each epoch was determined. From the combination of the best quality
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Table 4.1: Galactic Center Observations Log. Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2016), repro-
duced with permission ©ESO.
Date Start time Stop time Number of frames Integration time
(DD.MM.YYYY) (UT) (UT) (sec)
25.05.2008 06:05:20.32 10:35:38.65 250 40
27.05.2008 04:52:04.92 08:29:38.07 184 40
30.05.2008 08:24:33.51 09:45:25.69 80 40
01.06.2008 06:04:51.56 10:10:26.78 240 40
03.06.2008 08:37:23.56 09:58:58.85 80 40
18.05.2009 04:37:55.08 10:19:54.10 286 40
27.05.2011 04:49:39.82 10:27:25.65 334 45
17.05.2012 04:49:20.72 09:52:57.08 256 45
exposures (with seeing< 2′′) of each observing night, I produced a data cube. I got the me-
dian of the spatial pixels of the combined cube images in order to obtain a final image with
longer integration time on the source and higher signal-to-noise-ratio (S/N ). As a result,
I cannot analyze the flux density and polarimetry variability on shorter time scales. I co-
added all the observing nights in 2008, since the position of the DSO should not change
much within a few months. Table 4.1 presents observation dates, number of exposures,
and integration times of the data sets used for this study before their combination. The
Lucy-Richardson deconvolution algorithm was applied on the obtained image of each
year created from the data cube, for the purpose of aperture photometry. From the iso-
lated stars close to the DSO position, the PSF was extracted using the IDL-based StarFinder
routine (Diolaiti et al., 2000). The resulting median cubes of the four polarized channels
of the individual observing years were aligned by performing the cross-correlation algo-
rithm. The image was restored by convolution of the deconvolved image with a Gaussian
beam with a FWHM of about 60 mas. Figure 4.5 shows the resulting images in 2008, 2009,
2011, and 2012 for the 90-degree channel. The DSO was clearly detected in its continuum
emission in all channels of all the years.
4.2.1 Position of the DSO
I obtained the position of the DSO in individual observing years based on the Brγ traced
orbit from Meyer et al. (2014b) and Valencia-S. et al. (2015). This source was confused with
S63 between the years 2004 and 2007 and could not be determined from the background.
It begins to be distinguished and resolved from stellar confusion from 2008. I used the
data set shown in Table 4.1 to study the flux density and polarimetry of DSO.
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Figure 4.5: The deconvolved median images of Ks-band of the GC central arcsecond in po-
larimetry mode (90◦ polarization channel) of years 2008, 2009, 2011, and 2012 from top left
to bottom right. The DSO location is presented by a circle on its orbit. The asterisk shows the
position of Sgr A*. In all the images north is up and east is to the left. Credit: Shahzamanian
et al. (2016), reproduced with permission ©ESO.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Lightcurves
I measured the flux density of the DSO by aperture photometry using 30 mas radius cir-
cular apertures in each observing year. The flux density calibration of the DSO was done
similarly to that of Sgr A* discussed in details in Sect. 3.2.1. I used the same flux density
calibrators, since the position of the DSO is very close to the Sgr A* position. The photon
counts in each aperture of the DSO and the calibrators close to it were added and then
the resulting values of two orthogonal polarimetry channels were also added to obtain the
total flux densities. Then the obtained flux densities were corrected for the background
contribution and the extinction (see Sec. 3.2.1).
Subsequently, I obtained the light curve for the years 2008, 2009, 2011, and 2012, as
shown in Fig. 4.6. Uncertainties of the obtained DSO flux densities were measured by es-
timating the observational noise in ten apertures located in the background close to the
position of the DSO. The DSO does not present any intrinsic flux density variability in the
Ks-band based on our data set. This can be because of either an irregular variability or a
period of variability not matching the time resolution of our data. However, any conclu-
sion on the flux density variability and the effect of stellar contribution on the flux density
measurement, considering the limited data sample, cannot be made at this point.
4.3.2 Polarimetry
We derive the linear polarization degree p and angle φ of the DSO by obtaining normal-
ized Stokes parameters (I , Q, U , V ) from the observed flux densities of this source in or-
thogonally polarized channels (see Equations 3.1 to 3.5 in Chapter 3). It is not possible to
estimate circular polarization in normalized Stokes V since NACO is not equipped with
a quarter-wave plate. The circular polarization of stellar sources in the GC is very small
(Bailey et al., 1984), therefore we presumed that it can be neglected and set to 0. However,
circular polarization may be produced by multiple scattering in the case of dusty sources
that have a high dust density.
Witzel et al. (2011) obtained a model to correct the instrumental polarization induced
in the measured polarization. The model multiplies a combination of Mueller matrices for
different elements of the telescope with the derived stokes vectors. I implemented their
model to correct for the instrumental polarization effects, where the measured polariza-
tion parameters can be estimated with an accuracy of ∼ 5◦ in polarization angle and ∼ 1%
in polarization degree (Witzel et al., 2011). The results of polarimetry measurements for
our data set are presented in Table 4.2. Based on the measured values of p andφ for differ-
ent years, the DSO is polarized (p > 20%) with a polarization angle that varies as it moves
along its orbit.
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Figure 4.6: NIR Ks-band light curve of the DSO obtained in polarimetry mode in years of
2008, 2009, 2011, and 2012. Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2016), reproduced with permis-
sion ©ESO.
Figure 4.7 shows a schematic illustration of the DSO polarization angle change when
the source moves on an eccentric orbit around the position of Sgr A* before it approaches
the peribothron. Standard error propagation for estimating the polarization uncertainties
cannot be applied here since the errors on Q and U , compared to the measured values,
are not small. Moreover, even if the flux density values in different polarimetry channels
are large, Q and U can be close to zero. Also, the polarization degree and angle are mostly
not Gaussian distributions.
It is important to note that only when the S/N is high, the measured (or observed) po-
larization degree and angle of any astrophysical object are good estimations of the source
intrinsic properties. It is possible to obtain polarization degrees that are unphysically
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Figure 4.7: Sketch illustrating the DSO polarization angle variation while it moves on the
eccentric orbit around the position of Sgr A* during three years. The range of possible values
of the polarization angle (see Table 3) are shown in orange shaded area. Credit: Shahzama-
nian et al. (2016), reproduced with permission ©ESO.
higher than 100% because of the observational uncertainties, since the polarization de-
gree is a positive defined quantity that at low S/N becomes biased to higher values (than
the intrinsic p of the source). The yearly stacked images in 2008, 2009, and 2012 have a
medium S/N of ∼ 6− 10 and in 2011 a low S/N ∼ 2.5. The distribution of the observed
polarization degree can be described by a Rice function (Serkowski, 1958; Vinokur, 1965)
in the first three cases; while this function cannot properly model the high skewness of
the polarization degree distribution in the latter (Simmons and Stewart, 1985). The ob-
served polarization-angle distribution depends on the intrinsic polarization degree and
flux-density S/N . We considered as null hypothesis that the source is intrinsically not
polarized, to calculate the significance of the obtained DSO polarization. Therefore, the
Table 4.2: Polarimetry estimation of the DSO. Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2016), repro-
duced with permission ©ESO.
Observing year p φ
2008 30.14% −62.87◦
2009 32.6% 42.92◦
2011 29.9% 18.125◦
2012 37.64% −9.67◦
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observed polarization degree pobs and angle φobs are only produced by the observational
uncertainties. We estimated f0, f90, f45, and f135 for this test from the observed total flux
density Iobs considering p = 0% and φ = 0◦ presuming the intrinsic flux density to be the
same as the observed I = Iobs . To simulate the effect of noise in the polarization channels,
we added random noise from a normal distribution withσ( fX )= 0.7σ(I ), whereσ(I ) is the
uncertainty of the observed total flux density.
Using Eqs. (1)-(6), we used Monte Carlo method for such a set-up to estimate 10 000
times the observed polarization degree and angle. Figure 4.8 shows the pobs distributions
for the observations in 2008, 2009, 2011, and 2012. These distributions show the proba-
bility to obtain a certain polarization degree considering the null hypothesis. The most
probable observed polarization-degree in 2008, where S/N is high, is ∼ 9% with 68/100 of
the possible measurements (see Fig. 4.8). As a result, estimating the polarization degree
of DSO larger than 30% when the source is intrinsically unpolarized has the probability of
less than 1/100 cases. Measuring pobs ≥ 35% in years 2009 and 2012 when the source is
not intrinsically polarized is probable in ∼ 10/100 cases. In 2011, the pobs distribution is
broadened by the low S/N , therefore, the intrinsic polarization degree cannot be obtained
in this data set. In all of the null hypothesis tests, since the intrinsic polarization degree
was set to zero, the observed polarization angle φobs can be any value between −90◦ and
90◦.
The polarization degree of the DSO is statistically significant in 2008 with significance
level of 0.99, and in 2009 and 2012 with significance level of 0.9. Therefore, we detect the
DSO polarization to be intrinsic in 2008, 2009, and 2012.
4.4 Discussion
The DSO is an intrinsically polarized source, since its measured polarization degree is sig-
nificantly higher than the foreground polarization (6.1% in Ks-band) in different observ-
ing years. The most probable processes to produce the intrinsic polarization are (Mie-
)scattering on dust grains in the dusty stellar envelopes and emission/absorption from
elongated grains that are aligned magnetically. Emission and absorption processes in the
NIR can happen at the same time and cancel each other. When scattering on the spherical
dust grains occurs, the part of light which is scattered perpendicular to the direction of
incident light which creates linear polarization and the part of the light which is scattered
forward is not polarized. If a central star is enshrouded in an isotropic shell of spheri-
cal grains, the overall polarization is zero since the polarization vectors produced by the
scattered light are tangential to concentric circles about the central star.
Polarization patterns can be more complicated for more complicated geometries
such as YSOs that have dusty disks around the central source (see e.g. Murakawa, 2010),
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Figure 4.8: Distribution of polarization degree obtained during 2008, 2009, 2011, and 2012
with taking into account the null hypothesis (p = 0%, φ = 0◦), the observed flux density I ,
and its uncertainty. The mode of each distributions is the most probable observed polariza-
tion degree, pobs . The 68% of the most probable observed values, 1σpobs is displayed with
vertical dashed lines. The best-fit Rice function is shown in the line. Credit: Shahzamanian
et al. (2016), reproduced with permission ©ESO.
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and bow shock sources. Scattering can also happen on elongated and non-spherical dust
grains and has been modeled (see e.g. Whitney and Wolff, 2002). All in all, polarization
produced by light scattering depends on the source viewing angle and its geometry. Since
the measured polarization degree of the DSO that I obtain is high (p > 30%), it can be
caused by non-spherical geometry, e.g. a bow shock. In general, if the DSO is moving
through the hot, X-ray emitting region of interstellar medium with a supersonic velocity,
a bow shock can form. Collisional ionization and high densities in the shocked layer of
the stellar wind can generate its observed emission lines (Scoville and Burkert, 2013).
The varying polarization angle obtained during the years can be explained from the
combination of the source motion and the interaction with the surrounding medium, i.e.
the direction of polarization vector changes from its expected direction, perpendicular
to the direction of motion, due to its passage in an inhomogeneous medium. A density
profile of the central region based on X-ray data suggested in Shcherbakov and Baganoff
(2010) can indicate that the particle density increases within several arcseconds from the
BH, which may cause the variation of the polarization angle in our data.
Scoville and Burkert (2013) suggest that the DSO is a T Tauri star that was formed in the
young stellar ring and then inserted to its current orbit. They propose that a very dense
bow shock is produced for the T Tauri star wind and model it numerically. Valencia-S.
et al. (2015) also discuss that the bright observed Brγ emission of the DSO with large line
width is the result of infulling material shaping a disk around the central star which can be
a T Tauri star with the age of ∼ 105 yrs. T Tauris generally show an intrinsic polarization,
and scattering by dust grains in circumstellar shells is one of the main origins of their
polarization (see e.g. Yudin and Evans, 1998). They show variations in polarization degree
and angle in polarimetric images (Appenzeller and Mundt, 1989). Since the circumstellar
magnetic fields of many T Tauri stars are globally ordered and powerful, these stars have
magnetospheric accretion flows which are large-scale accretion flows (Symington et al.,
2005).
Some of the circumstellar disks of the low mass stars have bow-shock appearance like
the proplyds (protoplanetary disks) of the Orion Nebula Cluster (O’dell and Wen, 1994;
Johnstone et al., 1998; Störzer and Hollenbach, 1999). The disk parameters of the proplyds
can be constrained by NIR polarimetry even if the disk structure itself is not resolvable
(Rost et al., 2008). I cannot spatially resolve a bow-shock structure or a disk since with
the current angular resolution of 8 m class telescopes in Ks-band, the source appears as a
point source. It might be similar to the bow-shock sources within the inner 5′′ at the GC,
X3 and X7 (Mužic´ et al., 2010). Furthermore, it is not possible to calculate the polarization
in individual regions as the source is not extended unlike IRS8 which is studied in Rauch
et al. (2013).
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Assuming DSO has a bow-shock structure, a comprehensive model of bow shock
polarization using our results can enable us to analyze the influence of different polariza-
tion scenarios (emission, scattering, and dichroic extinction) that play a role in intrinsic
polarization of a bow shock.
I will summarize the main results of the NIR polarimetry of the DSO in Chapter 5 and
a complete analysis of the DSO polarization is presented in Shahzamanian et al. (2016).
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this thesis I first analyze the NIR polarization of Sgr A* at the center of the Milky Way, to
constrain its properties. The polarized NIR light curves are obtained with NACO at the ESO
VLT. Both the strong variability in the NIR and the steep spectral index (Bremer et al., 2011,
and references therein) show that we most probably deal with optically thin synchrotron
radiation (Eckart et al., 2012a). Thus, we can interpret all properties obtained based on the
observation of variable polarized NIR radiation as source intrinsic properties.
The main results of the Ks-band NIR polarimetry of Sgr A* can be summarized in the
following points:
• The expected uncertainties of the polarization angle and degree of Sgr A* are
estimated for the measured range of flux densities. Based on these expectation, Sgr A*
presents intrinsic variability in polarization angle and degree for flux densities >2 mJy.
The polarization angle and degree are dominated by measuring uncertainties for low flare
fluxes.
• I obtain a range of polarization degrees of 10-30%, for flare flux densities above
5 mJy. If optically thin synchrotron radiation causes the variable polarized flux density of
Sgr A*, this may show depolarization because of a spatially unresolved complex source
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structure.
• I find that for low flux densities the angle is affected by measurement uncertainties,
while for high flux density values the angle is intrinsically variable. There is a preferred
variable polarization angle of 13o ±15o . I measure the intrinsic variability of Sgr A* on the
order of 10o after correcting for the measuring uncertainties. The angle may be related to
the corresponding orientation of a temporary accretion disk or jet/wind directions.
• Polarized flux density distribution is the combination of the flare activity populations
with different flux densities, but a nearly constant polarization angle and a defined range
of polarization degrees that vary between 10% to 30%. I find a power-law slope of ∼4 for
the polarized flux density distribution which is very close to the slope in distribution of
the total flux densities found by Witzel et al. (2012).
The number density power-law slope of 4 and the well defined preferred ranges in
polarization degree and angle indicate that over the past 8 years the accretion process
and geometry of Sgr A* system have been rather stable.Further progress in estimating
in particular the faint polarization states of Sgr A* in the NIR will need higher angular
resolution with telescopes like the European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT) or NIR
interferometers like GRAVITY at the VLTI, to better distinguish Sgr A* against background
contamination. It is also interesting to assess the apparent stability of the underling
geometrical structure of the Sgr A* system by testing the well defined NIR polarization
properties of it, and study the variations of this stability to understand the interaction of
SBMH at center of Milky Way with its immediate environment.
In the second part of the thesis, I present the analysis of the NIR polarized obser-
vations of a Dusty S-cluster Object (DSO/G2) on an eccentric orbit around Sgr A*. The
polarized data set includes the polarization information of the DSO before its pericenter
passage (May 2014). The source does not show a flux density variability during the
observation years, between 2008 to 2012, and its polarization degree is mainly above
20%, which is larger than the foreground polarization. The polarization angle changes
as it approaches the position of Sgr A*. The polarization measurements of the DSO are
significant based on our significance analysis and can be interpreted as source intrinsic
properties. One of the scenarios put forward to explain the nature of the DSO is that
the source develops a bow-shock structure when passing through the ambient medium
(Scoville and Burkert, 2013). The obtained polarization properties of the DSO in this
work can be caused by the non-spherical geometry of a bow shock. The varying polar-
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ization angle can be due to the source movement in an inhomogeneous ambient medium.
The stable accretion flow onto Sgr A* can be effected by the close fly-by of the DSO,
or similar dusty sources, depending on the nature of these objects. However, the DSO re-
mained compact and its orbit Keplerian, after the pericenter passage of it (Witzel et al.,
2014; Valencia-S. et al., 2015; Pfuhl et al., 2015). Therefore, it did not lose a huge amount
of angular momentum and energy during its closest approach to Sgr A* and encountered
weak interactions with the SMBH (Park et al., 2015). However, it may take them several
years to interact and to see a variation in the activity of Sgr A* (Burkert et al., 2012; Schart-
mann et al., 2012), either in the appearing of jets (Yuan and Narayan, 2014) or as an in-
crease in the accretion flow rate. All in all, variability and polarization measurements of
Sgr A* are required to be continued as they are the optimal tools to investigate any varia-
tion in the apparently stable system due to the DSO fly-by. Moreover, future NIR polarized
observations of the DSO, i.e. after the pericenter passage, allow us to better constrain the
structure and polarization of the source.
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A.1 Polarized flux density statistics
Here we provide additional plots similar to the ones shown in Sect. 3.3, showing the princi-
pal results from the analysis of Sgr A* observations taken in the polarization mode (NACO),
but using the entire data set without limitation to the only significant values. Comparison
between the figures in Sect. 3.3 and those shown here allows the reader to get an impres-
sion of the effect of selecting the most significant values for the analysis presented.
Figure A.1: Left: Distribution of Ks-band polarization angles of Sgr A* for the entire data
set. The red line shows the fit with a Gaussian distribution. Right: Distribution of Ks-band
polarization degrees of Sgr A* for the entire data set. Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015),
reproduced with permission ©ESO.
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Figure A.2: Left: Altitude (elevation) of Sgr A* as a function of polarization angle as derived
from all data: Right: Total flux density as a function of polarization angle; The bin width
in polarization angle is 15o . The values for individual measurements are shown as black
dots. The mean values per bin are shown as red dots with error bars indicating the standard
deviation, if the number of data points per bin is larger than 2. Credit: Shahzamanian et al.
(2015), reproduced with permission ©ESO.
Figure A.3: Left: Distribution of the polarized flux density for the whole data set after correction for
stellar contamination. Right: the same plot in logarithmic scale. Credit: Shahzamanian et al. (2015),
reproduced with permission ©ESO.
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Figure A.4: Left: Total flux density and degree of polarization relation for the entire data
after correction for the stellar contamination. Right: Total flux density and angle of polar-
ization relation for the entire data after correction for the stellar contamination. Credit:
Shahzamanian et al. (2015), reproduced with permission ©ESO.
A.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Maximum likelihood method uses the probability density function likelihood, which is a
function of the data given values of the model parameters. For describing this function
and the method I use the notification of Wall and Jenkins (2012). The likelihood L for a
probability density f (X ;θ) with parameter θ and random variables X1, X2, ..., Xn is a prod-
uct of densities estimated at all the variables:
L(θ)=
N∏
i=1
f (Xi ;θ) . (A.1)
. It is usually more convenient numerically to work with loglikelihood l rather than
likelihood L,
l (θ)=
N∑
i=1
ln f (Xi ;θ), (A.2)
.
The peak value of likelihood is the best estimate for θ. Formally, The maximum likeli-
hood estimator of θ can be found by maximizing the l (θ) for all variations of θ.
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A.3 Bootstrap
I describe here the bootstrap method that I have used in this dissertation for obtaining the
uncertainty on the determined values of parameters from the fitting process. This method
was presented by Efron (1982) for the first time. By considering all our data points, I esti-
mate the parameters values of our models or fittings. In order to obtain the error on the
estimated parameters, we should do the following. First we assign a label to each data
point: a1, a2, ..., aN , i.e. N is the number of the data points. Then we add a Gaussian
random-number generator, with the mean value of zero and the width of average error
of all the data points, to all the data points and we calculate the parameter values again.
Subsequently, we repeat the steps mentioned for a large number of time. The uncertainty
of the estimated parameter value is the standard deviation of the obtained parameter dis-
tribution.
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